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United Press IN OUR 77th YEAR
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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Voluntary Daylight Saving Time Voted By Council In




The Murray Hospital has been
provisienally accredited by the
• Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Hospitals, according to informa-
tion received this morning by
Karl Warming. Administrator of
the Murray Hespital.
The information was also sent
to Fleetwood Crouch, chairman of
the governing board of the hos-
pital and Dr. Charles D. Clink,
Chief of Staff of the hospital.
The complete meaning of the
) promisional accreditation will be
published at a later date.
.1
The counial's first order of buil- -
0dam coder was to hear a report hielvile Wall. age 73,
Paned 
Kefauver conceded crafted in 0-
ijornis about midnight. vowing tofrom its political arm, the Corn- away on Saturday, June 2 at his
Continue his fight for the namina-mallet on Pclitieal Education The . home in Ch.cago. Death is at-
Bon. But while he still may !figurecouncil is expected to consicia• tr.but- te complications following
, as a possible vice presidenhai —during .ts talks whether the AFL m - heart candita
nominee, his chances of winningCIO should endorse a pres:dential Survivors include his wife. Mrs.
the big prize are now cut almostnominee this year. 'Martine Wall of Chicago: three
The council was expected to dauahters. Ruth. Fay and June;I t° ze".
take up this afternoon the ques two sisters ,Mrs. Melagin and In a United Press tabulation of
tien of big organizing drives, Mrs. T. Sledd, two brothers, Stan indicated first ballot strength at
among white collar workers and , ley of Murray route three and the natamal convent...ma Cantor-
in the chemical. furniture. tobac-a Nevin of Hazel. He also had six I nia's 68 votes raised the Steven.son
to, upholstery and oil industries. grandchildren. total to 375—air short of a major'
The AFL-CIO has to dou- 1 Mrs. Agelugin sty. oouth Dakota and Montana




FRANKFORT. June 6 IP —
Ram and crappie catches are on
the downgrade at Lake .-1.1mber-
land and takes of bluegill are
improving. the state Departmsra
of Fish and Wildlife Resour(.•
said today.
Kentucky Lake has report'..1
Sand bass fishing with many hirer
-itches made by casting surfc
and Mrs Stedd
attended the funeral in Chicago
yesterday. Mr Wall has many
friends here although he left Mur-
ray about fifty years ago. He
visited in Murray quite often. He
was employed for thirty years at
the M and L Printing Company
in Chic-ago.
Mr. Wall worked on the old
Oalloavay Times. before the con-




':lugs and bass plugs C•tfi‘h LONDON. June 8 -- Ancient
tettches were also rated as good. Archie Moore. more annoyed by
Dale Hollow listed bluegill fish- a "very rude" referee than any
ing as kir with a good many
crappie being taken on minnowa
and some white bass caught in
the jumps in the Wolfe River
area
At Herrington Lake. the' depart-
ment said that black bass were
being taken by casting and fly light-heavyweight limit. successfully
fiehing off the rocky points and defended his 175-pound crown
deep banks., White bass have been Tuesdey night by flooring Pompey
landed by trolling and by still three times in the 10th round for
fishing with minnows. a technical knockout.
The finish tame like a whirl-
wind, after eight lacklustre rounds.Annual Story Reunion ,,„nwey. n'T Trinidad. was simply
Will Be On Sunday swept away by Moores' power
punching and , Referee Jack Hart
drew the curtains of mercy at 2:50
of the 10th.
Hart. rather than „Pompey, was
the first person Archie spoke about
when he reached his dressing
room.
H warned Moore in the second
round to show some action or get
thrown out of the ring
"I though that was very rude."
said Archie with a peal of laugh-
ter. He admitted that he didn't
set much of a pace. but insisted
By United Press flatly that he hadn't been "loafing"
Southwest Kentucky --• Fair with When 39-year old Archie finally
little change In temperature today, r had 27-year old Pompey figured
tonight and Thursday. high today • out, the end came qu:ckly. After
mid to upper 80s. low tonight ; starting to connect in the ninth
upper 50s. and leaving Pompey's face a bloody
, mask at the end of that aession.
Some 5•30 a.m temperatures: he sprinted from the corner for
Louisville 58, Covington 58. Ps- the 10th and went right to work.
dueah 58, Bowling Green 55. Lex- Pompey hit the deck for counts
l/utton 57, Londefn 51 and Hopkins- 6f eight. nine, and eight and
vale 58 . lArchie was bombarding him when
Evansville, Incl. 18. Hart stepped 'in.
The annual Story reunion will
be held at the City Park on
Sunday June 10 All the family
and friends are welcome to •ttend.






WASHINGTON. June 6 la --The
merged AFL - today mar-
shalled its forces for a drive to
orgaruze 700.000 non-union textile
workers — most. -of than in o the
south
Stevenson Jubilant Over Windsor Tripp WinsPrize In Sales John Vaughan
California Primary.Showina Wintiser TI nager of the:pp ma i• oins Foy
James Bondurant
Receives MD Degree
Mr. and Mrs. C 0. Bondurant
•, local A&P store has won firs and daughter Betty Charles were
•  prize in the Louisville unit of the
By RAYMON LAIIR He also was maintaining 
a
 aim
 . stare, in the sale of anael foo4
United Press Staff Correspondent 1 lead over President Eisenhower, ,
WASHINGTON, June 6 '1?)_ who was unopposed in the Repub-
Primary returns from California i Ilean presidential prunary. Row-
established Adloi E. Stevenson to. i ever. the Democrats have 800.000 i
day as the man to beat for the 1 more relestered voters in Cali-
Democratic presidential nornina- fornia than die Republicans and
taon. ,They virtually knocked Sen.
Estes Ketauver out of the race.
Jubilant Stevenson supporters
acchaimed their candidate's show-
Gains 68 More Votesing in this final, crucial presiden-: Already the fronteunner in del-1,1a1 pi•imary of 1958 as proof that agate strength. Stevenson gainedhe can carry on a fighting cam 68 more natianal convention voter;;reign to win back the White lags.his winner-take-all victary iii
Ruse for the Democrats. -.Cantornia. The single contest waveBut the bruising campaign be- him about 10 per cent at the 688',tween Stevenson and Kefauver in he needs to win the mem:nation.
the 1956 primaries has scarred:
•
Stevenson's hopes of winning the Kefauver pecked up 24 more con-
nomination that was handed to vention votes Tuesday in Soutii
him on a platter four years ago. Dakota and Montana,. v:•.. •:.
He still faces - a struggle to win was unopposed in Do .
it this year. presidential primaries. M
Itaamailete returns from rues- , delegates will be chosen later but
clay's Califorma vote showed Ste they are bound by the primary
vensan pulling over BO per cent of vote.
the Democratic toe.
Front the outset( set the primary
campaigns, the California &onkel'
The AFL-CIO's 29- mmber e x -
ecutive council ordered the big o Mlll Wll :via. viewed as the showdown be-e vi e a . taieen Stevenson- and Kt•fauver, e 
g a n iz.ng drive—f.rst of a series' ' became ea en more yruc.al after
planned by the merged labor e• • p Kefauver handed the layered Ste-
ganizations — at the opening s...
Vlind.or Tripp
cakes. Tripp ordered 3.000 cakes
t 'all stores in the nation tie.
will either receive an extra week's
vacation or some similar prize for
his sales.
Tripp said today that the store
has turned on its new air condi-
vervain an almost disasti Aiaus deft tionirg unit, and is cooled through-






efforts put forth by Ynlande.Pom-
pey. may tackle Canadian heavy-
weight champion James J Parker
next in a possible tune-up far
a heavyweight title fight.
Moo as somewhat weakened by,
the toff of 37 pounds to make the
,
there was no contest comparable
to the Stevenson-Kefauver :ace to
turn out he gop vote.
To Pick Up Speed
With Tuesday's vete caaing out
the spring primariea. the cam-
paign of Gov. Averell Hararnan of
New York can be mei:Wt.:tad to pick
up speed. New York Democrats
elected 88 of their 98 national con-
vention delegates Tuesday and
most will support Harriman. With
44,  alraady listed for him in
other stites, he already can count
on about 125., votes.
Stevensons' current weakness
stems from the fact that his show-
ing in the primaries has caused
many Democrats to doubt that he
could defeat 'Preeidert Eisenhowe:
next November in a r re at of
their 19.52 math.
However, pessimistic Demo. nitre
professionals may be about tht:r
chances of defeating Mr Ei•e'-
hOWCr. many of them would e•---
fer a new fare with untested vote-
pulling power to a nominee they
feel can not win. The dimensions
of Stevenson's Californ.a victory
may persuade SOrric Of these Dem
ocrats that he is stronger than
they had thought.
From now on, Stevenson and his
campaign managers .must work on
blacks totaling more than 400 del-
egates who ire uncommitted or
pledged to favorite sons. They also
will be faraging it, the 10 states
where 238 deleAncs are atilt to be,
,chosen by state conventions and
cornett ittees-
It now appears certain that Ste-
veneon will go to the convention
at Chicago Aug. 13 with a sideable
lead over any other contenders.
But many Democrats believe he!
must win by the third ballot or!




Kentucky — Temperatures for
the five - day period. Thursday
through Monday. will average near
three degrees above the normal
of 72. Little temperature chaage
until cooler about Monday. Pre-
cipitation average less than
1-4th inch in scattered showers





I would like t u take this 0P-
portunity to exprein our sincere
gratitude for the coverage and
publications you gave this associa
tion during our posture paatei-
ientese and banquet.
We realize it takes time and
expense to cover these events and
know that it is done only because
you want your readers to be
abreast of the latest events in the
community.
Again may I say thanks to a
fine iiea'spaper staff.
Sincerely,






Dr- A G Outland. County Health
Officer is reported to be in fair
condition at the Murray Hospital.
Dr Outland suffered an attack
of some kind early this morning
He was taken to the Murely
Hospital by the J. H. Churchill
i.mbulance and was given oxygen.
Tet hespital reported shortly
after noon that he was somewhat
better.
TOO HOT FOR COMFORT
WASHINGTON IP — If you've
been dreaming about a trip to
Vonna, forget it. •
Scientists at the Naval Research
Laboratory report that our neigh-
boring planet is Oa, hot for com-
fort.
The scientists checked the tent-
perature on Venus by radio.
They said radio contact was
made with Venus during the last
few weeks. It was the first time
radio contact has been made from
earth with another planet.
The scieritists said the signals
indicate that the earth's sister
planet has a surface temperature
of more than 212 degrees. That
makes it hotter than boiling water.
NO ARRESTS
No arrests were made by city
police over the past sev,eral days
according to City Judge Bob Mc-
Cuistion. •
I City police however are making
l• drive to get in all over parking
fines and city stickers.
John Vaughan ' of Cleveland.
Oklahoma, has joined the County
Agent's staff, according to Sum
Foy.
Vaughan graduated from Okla-
homa A & EI this Spring and is
now the assistant agent in train-
ing in extension work.
He will be trained in both adult
work and 4-H work. Vaughan
majored • in agronomy at Oklahoma
A&M and was a member of the
Aegis. Society and the Agronomy
Club. an affiliate of the American
Society af Agronomists.
He is4irrned and - lives at S1314• 
e street.
il Bless will remain on. the





CHICAGO. June 6 II? — Doctoes
I have changed an unruly -brat"
!into a sweet little girl by removing
!
half her brain.
The operation, performed by
four surgeons May 14 at Wesley
Memorial Hospital here, was re-
vealed for the first time Tuesday
The unidentified. 6-year old furl
left Wesley June 1 with • new
persanality. She was also free of
the convulsions which seized iftbi,
body 10 to 12 times a day. dot-tors
said.
She can now look forward to
normal, happy life in the unidenti-
fied northern Indiana town where
her parents live, the doctors said.
She still has a partial paralysis.
.eausing her to limp and affecting
the use of her left arm and
hand But she suffered from the
same handicaps before the opera-
titie:ThrtLe 
girl had 
first year with a strange
been afflicted since
• malady tentatively diagnosed as
' encephalitis or perhaps a brain
inSfeche was so disobedient, destruc-
tive and unruly that neither her
teachers or parents could stand
I her, a spokesman for the surgical
team said.
Her teachers sent her home
from school, even though she had
better than average intelligenee.
and her parents considered placing
'her In an institution.
Doctors at WesUly X-rayed the
girl's brain by draining out the
natural body fluid and replacing
it with helium They found the
right "hemisphere" of the brain
was covered with scar tissue and
. had shrunk to the size of a half
grape fruit,
1 The surgical teajn. who asked to
remain anonymous, drilled six
holes in the girl's skull and
sawed between them to make
an opening. Then they removed
i the right side of the girl's brain.
, The entire operation. called •
hemispherectomy, took four hours
and 35 minutes. It left intact
the brain stem, containing tne
thalamus. which controls feeling or
sensation.
The amputated brain portion
contains no function& which cannot
be duplicated in the left half.
doctors said. except for direcaon




Reanstraton air Murray State
College Training School will begin
Monday morning. June 11. at 8:00
a.m. The elementary and junior
high grades will go ha 6 weeks.
The high school will be 8 weeks.
There will be a seventh and
eighth grade class this summer
under the direction of Mrs. Lillian
Lowry.
Buses will be run as usual.
Tuition is the same as last sum-
mer.
For any triformation. contact
Doctor Roy Steinbrook, Dniector
of Murray Training School.
in Louisville Saturday and Sunday
attending the graduation exercises
of the University of Louisville in
which their son and brother James
Houser Bondurant received the
Degree of Doctur of Medicine.
They were accompanied by Mrs.
Bondlirant's sister, Miss Daisy
Houser of Benton.
James is a graduate of Murray ,
High &hoot and received his A.
B. Degree from Murray State Col-
lege in 1952. He was active in the-
Baptist Student Ueion at Murray
and in the Christian Medical So
ciety in Louisville. He is a mem-
ber of the Phi Chi Medical
Fraternity_ While in Medical
School, James worked as research
assistant i nth, Department of
Pharmacology, and as autopsy as-
assistant in the Department of
tant ate the Louisville General,
Hospital.
After two weeks at home in,
June he wall start a year of in-




the Cubs won over the Ya1141
12 to 9 yesterday and the Reds
won over the Cards 8 to 0 in
L.ttle League play
' The Little League plays each
Ituesday and Friday during toe
week.
The Standings thus far this












LOUISVILLE. June 6 AP Paul
Hughes Jr.. state representative
for the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis, said Tuesday
that 51 state counties are lagging
in their polio inoculation pro-
grams.
Hughes said that more than nine
out of every 10 eligible persons
in qv( 51 counties have not re-
ceived their first inoculation
against polio.
He said some 150.000 doses of
anti-polio vaccine have piled up
at the state Department of Health
as a result of the light demand
from many county health depart
merits The number of doses on
hand is expected to reach 253.000
by the end of this week.
In some counties as few as two
per cent of the children have hind
any shots it all.
Dr. Russell E. Teague, state
health commissioner. ma i leA let-
ters today to every physician in
the state, telling them that vac-
cine now is plentiful.
Teague urged docors arid local,
health departments to vaccinate
as many children as possible
ktigainst polio before the polio sea-
'son begins next month
All persons under 20 and preg-
nant women now are eligible for .
ino,culation. Health authorities
recommend from tvvo to 'three
shots of vaccine or adequate pro-
tection,
The U.S. Public Health Service
recommends that the shots be con-
tinued during the summer.
Dr. Mauri.e Kamp, Louisville—
Jefferson County health directOr,
said that there was 75 per cent
less paralytic polio in the Louis-
ville area during 1955 among
children who got at least one abet
of vaccine than among children
who got none.
Since Manch. physicians have
been able to buy vaccine com-
mercially for paying patients and
may receive up to 50 per cent of
the entire state allotment.
City Is Divided Into Two
Wards; Now Third Class City
The Murray City Council, in an
adjourned session yesterday at 3:30.
adopted voluntary Daylight Saving
'Time for the city. elected six
new city councilmen, and divided
the city into two wards.
The vote was unanimous for the
council to recommend Daylight
Saving Time. however. Mayor Hart
said that the vote did not neces-
sarily reflect the personal desires
of the council. Several of the
council said they were personally
against the "fast" time. but that
since the majority of the people
had indicated a desire for it, they
would recommend it.
Monday morning. June Il, at
12:01 a.m has been set as the
t.me that the city would go on
daylight saving. time.
The council actually has no
power to pass a law or ordinance
in regard to daylight saving time,
and can only recommend that the
tovn adopt the time.
The hope is expressed that as
many people Its possible will adopt
the time in order to prevent as
much confusein as 'writable.
The council also elected six
nev.• coune.lmen to fill out the
roster of twelve required in a
city of the third class Murray
became a third class city on May
•
',sir Hart suggested tied eat,*
present (-none, n nornfrade
councilman: The new councilmen
and the present councilman who
nominated him are as follows:
Matt Sparkman nominated by Bur-
gess Parker; Carlton Buchanan
nominated Sledd: Dan Rut-
sun riominall by Darrell Shoe-
Frank,Lancaster nominated
-1;11111.H. W "Stub- Wilson; Carl
Kingins nominated' by Guy BilLng-
ton; Guy Spann nominated by
Gaylon Thurman. Jr
On motion by Darrell Shoemaker
and seconded by T. Sledd the six
new councilmen were elected to
serve until November At that
time these six and anyone else
who chooses may run for electiou.
The six councilmen under the
old council still have more time
to serve and will not be affected
by the November election.
The city was divided into two
wards by the council Ward "A"
is composed of that part of the
city which is North of the center
of Main Street and word -II"
is that part of the city South
of the center of Man Street.
In warai "A" will be Councilmen
Shoemaker. Billington, Kingins,
Buchanan. Sparkman and Hutson'.
In ward "Jr will be Councilmen
Wilson. Parker. Thurman, Sledd.
Lancaster and Spann.
Mayor Hart inunediately made
committee appointments The al-
lowing new councilmen were
named to serve ,on the following
committees: Guy Spann. water and
*ewer; Frank Lancaster, public
property: Dan Hutson. street: Carl
Kingins. cemetery; Matt Sparkman.
finance; and Carlton Buchan..n.
public safety.
Mr Hart welcomed the new
councilmen to the city council
and acquainted them with a part
of the responsibility which they
had assumed in accepting the posts.
He urged them to be present
for all meetings for the benefit
of the city.
Councilmrn receive $3.00 for each
meeting they 'attend under current
statutes.
The new councilmen were sworn
in by Mayor Hart, with the
exception of Carlton Buchanan who
was out of the city at the time,
Be will be sworn in by the next
meeting date which is June 15.
A thumbnail sketch of each
of the new city councilmen fol-
lows.
Cannon Buchanan lives on North
Eighth street and is in the
wholesale automobile business. He
is a partner in the Buchanan and
Lassiter Auto Sales. tie is a
member of the church of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs Buchanan have five
children. Patsy. Jerry. David. Carol
and Gail.
Matt Sparkman lives at 112
North 14th street ad is Dean
of Men at Murray State College.
•
He is,a member of the Methodist
!church. Dean Sparkman is widely
known in Western Kentucky es
pecially for his speaking ability
is called on often to deliver
addresses.
Dan Platsion lives at 709 Olive
street and is owner of the Hutson
Chemical Company. distributor of
fertilizers. He is a member of
the Christian church. Mr. and Mrs.
Hutson have two children Ada
Sue and Danny.
Frank Lancaster lives at XV
Woodland Avenue and is manager
of the Varsity and Capitol theatres.
He is a member of the Methooist
church. Mr. and Mrs. Lancaster
have one daughter Sandra Woo
is employed at the daily Ledger
and Times for the summer. Sloe
is attending Murray State College
Guy Spann lives at 210 South
15th street and is owner of Spanii
Barber Shop. - He is a member
of the church of Christ. Mr and
Mrs. Spann have one child Bob.
Cart !Linens lilies at 1601 Farmer
Avenue andars teller at -the Peoples
Bank. Kingins is a member eir
the Baptist churcht Mr and Mrs.
Kingins heav two' children. Hal
K. who ,s postman with the
U S Servate and M's.
John Griff.ri
Paul Walker
To Be One Of
North Coaches
The name of Paul Walker, Mid-
dletown, Ohio coach selected as
one of the Northern coaches for
the eighth annual North-SoUtb
Cage Classic. should be familiar
to most of those connected in
any way with this nationally
recoarirmed game
After graduating from Western
Kentucky where he played both
football and basketball. Walker
spent nine years as a Kentucky
l anai school coach. Higs schools
Ihe served include Hardensburg.
Morganfield and Anchorage
'Itis next coaching posieon was
with the Portsmouth. Ohio High
School, from which he moved to
Middletown.
During his 10 years with the
Middies. Walker's proteges have
won 197 games while losing only
38. During this time they have
also wain four state champianships.
in 1947. 1952. 1953 and 1958
Walker is past president of
the Ohio Basketball Coaches' Asso-
ciation and is currently serving
in the capacity of secretary-trea-
surer.
As, each of the Buckeye squad
in the Ohio-Kentucky series which
he originated, he has produced
13 winners and has suffered but
3 losses
A prominent speaker. Walker
his appeared before Clinics at
Ohio State, Xavier. Smithville.
Cleveland. Youngstown. Pittsburgh,
New York and in Kentucky
His experience. backgraund -and
record justify his selection as a
North coach l-r this year's Classic.
Murray Hospital





Patients admited from Friday 4:00
pm. to Monday 400 pm
Mrs. Ewen Beach, RI I. Kirk-
'sey; Mrs. Lloyd Parker, Rt, 2,
Kirksey. Mrs. Ora Jackson, No.
2nd St.. Murray: Miss Shirley Har-
grave. Rt. 2. Murray. Mr Frank
Hall, RI I. Farmington: Mrs Amos
Outland, Rt. 6, Murray: Mr W. D.
Sykes., Jr. 814 Poplar: Murray;
Mrs. Paul S. Garland. Rt, 2. Kirk-
seY; Mr Will'am Morton. New
Concord; at'ait -Bettye Outland,
304 So. 15th St . Murray; Mrs.








;ACE TWO TAR LEDCFR et TIMM;
•IMM•Nm
THE LEDGER & TIMES
et'19LISHED BE LLIHAR,, d; TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, lac.,
..oneolueniun of the Murray Leoger. The Celeoway Times, and The
einiee-Herald. Oetaber 20. 192g. and the West Kentuckian, January
il. 1942.
JAA1ES C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best
interest of our readers.
NATIONAL REURF.SENTAIIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1368
eforiroe. Memphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. Michigan
•ve Chie ago. 80 Bolyston St. Boston.
-a
entered at the Post Office. Mureay, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter '
_
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 2, pr
moreh 85c In Calloway and adenreng 'counties, per year $3.50; else.
sync. ea.50.
WEDNESDAY -- JUNE 6. 1956
10 Years Ago This Week
Ledger and Times File
Mrs. Edith Mayfield Roger-. 56. a well known matron
--of the- t4iiitity-,- -died suddenly . Sattirdify afternoon at her
home near Lynn Grove from a heart attack. She is sur-
vived by her husband, J. A. Rogers. five daughters. and
three sons.
A. G. Gibson, Western Kentucky Stages owner, at-
tended the Rotary International Convention at Atlantic
.City June 2 when 50 different countries were represented
in the 37th annual meeting there.
Mrs. Malcolm Sale. and Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Jackson
of Roswell, N. Mexico, are visiting friends and relatives
in Murray.
Ileillis Rogurs, a Calloway man, received public rec-
ognition and was given newspaper publicity last week
for his work done in Collecting specimens in South Pa-
cific countries during the war. This collection was given
from Duke University. Durham!' N.C.. where Mr. Rogers
is studying and teaching there.
Cpl. Robert Garrison, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Garrison. was discharged -last month and is at hom.
He was with the ground crew. radio operator,„ of the Air
Corps and served 22 months in Europe. He attended col-
lege in Switzerland before flying home.






egnS IS the Russian Bear borpber. a four-engine, swept wing. long
range turboprop job which first came to weittern atteneen in early
195n. Fuselage. tail and wings resemble those of the Soviet's Bad-
ger, except that the wings mount four turboprop engines with
contra-rotatutg propellers. Its °talus* somewhat resembles the
B-52 Ns•.-al ,:ews fri•rrouct1.-cist
FATE FLEW IN THE WINDOw
THERE'S SOMEONE, SOMEWHERE who watches out for little chil-
dren. be-cause eere s Johnny Lewis, 5. getting his wish in Chil-
dren's hospital, Loa Angeles, ty a stroke of fate. He has leukemia,
an incorabie and usually fatal blood disease. One day he said to
his father, "Daddy, can 1 have a parakeet?" Said his father. "I'm
sorry, but it's against hospital rules. Well get you one when ±,
come home." But the next day, while Johnny was sitting up eat-
ing his lunch, a green and grey parakeet flew in the window, and






500-MILE WALK WITH CROSS
•
ACCORDING to the caption accompanying this photo from Cuba,
It seows a 19-year-old married girl. Irma Izquierdo, 
carrying a
60-pound crofts barefooted from Ginsa de DIelena to Santuaro del
Cobra, a distance of 500 miles. At this point she was sonic 50
miles along the way, and had either stembled or knee to rest. She
said she was told in God in a dream to "go to Santuario del Cobra












FRANKFORT -- For II weeks
this summer Kentucky's two Junior
Conservation :tub Camps are ex-
pected to be humming with a
reccrd enrollment of boys and
American League etas from the Slate's more than
300 clubs.
W. L Pct GB
29 17 6•10 'C: mp Earl Wallace at Lake
24 19 am
21 17 353
22 21 .512 Se
. 21 22 438 8,
,51 23 444
. 18 25 419 9'1,
19 28 404 10,
, Yesterday's Games
Detn'.: 14 5,3stor. 11. night
.Caleyee.and 8panimore 3. niehf-
Wastureton 3 e-hic_ig,• 1. n'..irtit
, Kansas City 7 New York 4. night
Today's Games •
ICransas City at NCIN Yurk
Detnet at Boston
Chiceroi at Wash.. eton. night




















20 13 571 I
M Cl. 537 2
17 25. 4I15 7t
13 25'375 11,::
14 25 339 9
feumberlan near Monticello and
:amp John W Currier on Ken-
tucky Lake opened May 28. ac-
cording to officala of the Depart-
ment of Foil arid Wildlife Re-
sew:es. Camp Wallace accommo-
dates 230 boys and Camp Currier
150 compers
This is the 11th year that qua:a-
ired members ef the jumor club.;
haw tten6so.0.111p Nelibber.- as*
termed qualified. Wildlife- offirian
said. If they have satisfactor ly
oassed classror m and outdoor wo. it
prescobed by the junior club
most-ern leaders A minimum fei•
is eparged to cover food sod
transportation.
Club members attending camp
tins year voll have an oppertunity
for advanced instruction in various
7ub5ects. camp directers said. They
explained that many boys weo
have attended camp have learned
their ban: lessons in bo•ting,
mctor instruction. nature. first aid.
and archery This year these bays
swill be ;aught advanced courses
:n each of the catagories,
Fish and Wildlife officials an-
nolirece Ina! this 3teitr Kelly Hub-
bard. Hodienville. will replace
Tern Levis as director of Camp
carrier Lewis was appeinteci Wed-
life district Superintendent in the
secenci d.strot Billy Bell. Crest-
view- will return for the se cond
eirnmer as director at -1.amp Wal.
Ice,
Yesterday'.. Games I Hosoital News
• C'hicait i 7 p.
St. I. •i.- 3 N , 5'. Ii J, tight Ilitley'e complete record
Ctrm-;•-.^..J 9 Pn...1:..il..,t h .-. 4. reen• Cr: ..
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1.EXINGTON 414 - The 1956
football season isn't exactly jus
..oe me' the -o "Cr. but the Um-
' versity of Kentucky sports pub.
office took a long range look
a: Wildcat prospects and found
, them fairly cheerful.
f Sports publicity director Ker
, Kuhn. in ii pre-seascn prospectus
said the outlook would be good
if it were for a schedule that
includes five teams which played
l bees I games last January.
A major problem for Coach
Blanton ...oilier wit be ;.gelting
everything coordinated in time for
'the 'Cats to make an impressive
'shcwing for a nationw.de aurLence
' when they meet Georgia Tech at
.Lenttleton Sept-. 23 in the notional
TV "Game of the Week."
Collier has 14 departed lettermen
to replace, with 22 lettermen
returning. plus end Al Zampino,
back from a hitch in the Army.
Several positions appear extreme-
ly well fortified, on the basis
of last set scres performance by
veterans and the showing of
several sophomores this spring.
There are several pooitions, how-
ever, where talent runs dangerously
thin.
N's C.!'i
Patients admitted from Wednesday
11:341 A. N. to triday 4:011 P. M.
Masao Ha': •e Banks. 308 Wood-
lawn An'. Murray; Mrs. James
Outland. Rt. 4. Murray; Mns Jerry
re ese'n and baby boy. Benton:
Mrs Kenneth Mott and baby
by. 314 S. 13th St . Murray;
ele W 0 Williams. Rt 3. Murray:
Mrs Smith and baby boy,
Rt 1. Kirksey: Master Randal
Lynn Greenfield, Rt. 4. Benton;
Mrs Our R Srreh and lyiby girl,
' ,00 Main. Murray; MI11 Clovis
Rt I. Murray; Mr. James
%.id Grant. 102 S 15th St..
.rray: Mrs Tlry MeCla;n..Rt.
At left end, for example. only
Roger Pack returns This situation
will be eased somewhat by the
availability of Zampino and the
high hopes held for sophomore
Doug Shively. sun of athletic
director Bernie Shively.
At left tackle, only Lou Michaels
is listed as a returning veteran,
but those who saw Michaels in
action „last season say he makes
S position "three deep- all by
himself Not only is he being
compared with former Kentucky
All-Amer.ca Bob Gain as a line-
man, but he's one of the top
punters in the Southeastern Con-
fer ence.
Dan Nereskie is the only listed
letterman at left halfback, with
sophomore Bobby C r a v-t n s uf
Owensboro being c 0 U n ted iin
ilea. In i's  -baookosealy lowed
to this position. Billy Mitchell and
Woody Herzog lend experience to
the other halfback spot.
J. T. Frankenberger and Jack
Butler give senior experience at
right tackle. while both guard
puseoons are in capable hand, with
Duke Curputte, Bcb Collier and
Clark Ratcliffe in one Side of
center and Archie Powers. Bob
Bettett and John Hart on Inc
other.aii 
e 
Lawson King in support.
iTeddybeari Kuhn is an
nference „candidate at center.
with
Fullback is one of the best -
maimed positions on tire Rentucke
team. with Bcb, Deugherty and
Bobby Walker running one two.
and Cliff Tribble of Lebanon,
Tern, • highly teuted sophomore,
pusleng both of them
Tribble. very fast and shifty at
IRS tonnads. could wind up at on,
of tee halfback spots if trout,
develops there.
John Delmar Hughes stacks up
as the starting quarterback aft,-
tvi seasons of apprenticeship uric!.
Bob Hardy In support will oft
Ken Robertson and Bill Farley,
bark from the service after a
, season as understudy to Babe
Parilli back in 1961
All in all. Rentucky shapes up
ar strong defensively barring in-
jury to key perscnnee offensively.
W.Id-ats %%II not be as much
of an aerial threat as last year
with Hardy and Howie Schnellen-
berger gone, but could possibly
be a little stronger on the ground.
The rest of the schedule, after
the Georgia Tech game: Sept 29.
Ole Miss at Memphis night o;
'Oct 6. Florida at Gainsville; Oct.
!13. Auburn at Lexington might';
Oct 20, Louisiana State at Lex-
ington night': Oct. 27. Georgia
'at Athena; Nev. 3. Maryland at
College Park; Nov 10. Vanderbilt
.at Lexington Homecoming; Nov
17. Xavier at Lexington, Nov 24.
Tennessee at Knoxville
Mui ray. Mrs. Robert Parker,
NO COMMENT. CHANDLER
MetraS: Mr Joe B -Mess.'
• S N • Alb Ind :.die ier t . ew ans.
Mrs! Hubert Greer. Elkton. Ky.;
' -s Jacqueline Davis. Elkton. Ky.
More Education
ov1 OF Eyre' 100 521110541 21 rtalsOilt
II12is 22 tan mumIF ritirstFeSIUDINFS
1925 jiff* 127
Ns;
Des I 16 4
THERE ARE more than seven
times as many college gradu-
ates nowneays as there were
40 years ago, this chart from
the National Industrial Confer-
ence Duard, New York, shows.
FRANKFORT. June 5 - Gov.
A. B Chandler refused to comment
today on "rumors" concerning the
identity of the Democratic ap-
pointee to the Senate seat of the
late Alben W Barkley.
Edgar Easterly. the governor's
publicity director. said "it would
not be ;n the public interest" for
the government to comment on
such.. rumors.
"Besides" he added. "any com-
ment might be misinterpreted as
enceurigement to the person men-
tioned in a rumor. Then, should
that person not receive the ap-
pointment. the result would be an
embarrassment to him.
'The governor does not wish
to embarrass anyone When the
interim appointee is decided upon.
the appointment will be anneloced
in proper form Anyone is privi-
leged to xpeeulate as much as he
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CADETS GIVE IKE YEARBOOK
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER receives a copy of the W'est Point year-
book "The Howitzer" from a group of cadets at the White House.
From left: Roger Redhaar, Cheyenne, Wyo., editor; Robert Farris,
Montgomery, cadet brigade commander; Michael Conrad,
Fort Monmouth, N.J., clam prealdent. Uaternattonal Soundphoto
Washing Suggestions
For Wool Blankets
if a wool blanket is to be soft,
fluffy and unehrunken after it is
'washed. say's Mrs. Gladys Morris,
home management specialist at the
Urriversay of Kentucky. She makes
these suggestions:
1 Measure and record the length
and width of a bbinket.
2 Soak blanket for 15 minutes
in a suds of detergent, using the
amount recommended on the pack.
age to a washer of water. The
water should be slightly warm to
the hand
3. Turn on the washer for 3
minutes only.
4. To extrat the water. spin for
about ,half the time required for
the usual laundry.
5. Prepare rinse water as near
:he temperature of the wash water
as pOSSible.
6 Soak the blanket 5 minutes.
agitate 1 minute, and sp.n half as
long us usual to extract water
Only one rinsing is necessary. as
a email arncunt of detergent left
In the blanket is not objectionable,
and keeps the wool soft.
7 If a spinner is nut used, losses
me wringer as much -as Possible
to take out most of :he water
- To. . eveici line Harkin., Its
dry.ng, p.n a sheet iiround two
parallel clothes lines. footling a
rectangle. Place the blanket over
the rectangle without use of
clothes pins, Reverse several times
so it w:I1 be unmarked and fluffy
9. When half dry, bluok it by
stretching, one person pulling
I carefully from either end. Oath::There. are many treks to observe
th ends ti hands and n le  pu
lengthwise and crosswise until
the blankets has the orig.nii!
moasurements. Evert blankets tha:
have been slightly shrunken pre
viously can be stretilied in tie
way, says Mrs. M••rits.'
10 Rehong blanket on the line
to completely dry be fore it is
stored.
GUAM GOVERNOR QUITS
wasKING-roN kir -- President
Eisenhower has cocepted the res-
ignation of Ford Q. Elvidge as
governor of Guam. The Whi:e
House announced Friday that El
vidge informed the President that
-personal reasons" required that
tie return to his home .n Seattle
Wash.


























starring Robert Ryan with ,
Robert Stack
IPURDOM & THURMAN INS. AGENCY-GENERAL INSURANCE -FIRE.- AUTO - CASUALTY
Acrose from Capitol Theatre - Phone 842




Ready and Able To Serve Your Every Need
mom EPP-
They have on their staff to serve you the following:
- OWNERS and OPERATORS -
AUBRY HATCHER CHARLES WILSON
- SERVICE DEPARTMENT -
DAN FAIN BILL FAIN
•
- SALES DEPARTMENT -
AUBREY HATCHER CHARLES WILSON
CHARLES COCHRAN
•
- OFFICE and PARTS MGR. -
ROBERT (Buddy) BUCKINGHAM
COME IN AND SEE THEM TODAY!


































Writen For United Press
MARDRID arl —Whoever said,
"My, what_ a small world," didn't
realize how very small the world
was going to be in 1956—and how
much srnaller when we get jet
commercial transports.
Everytime I poke my nose out-
side my own quarters, I hear,
"Well, for goodness sake, what
are doing in Madrid?" or "Are
you following me—I just left you
in Monte Carlo" or "I last saw
you years ago in your house on
Sunset Boulevard."
Or, as for instance today, a
young man introduced himself as
the son of the late swimming
I champion, Norman Ross. While I
zoomed hack to age 17 I wondered
if I should tell the youth that be-
fore his father was his father, he
was a beau of mine.
"Sophia "the curves" Loren I
last saw in San Rerno when she
finished the rally from Rome.
Four weeks later here she is wane
jug on "The Pride and the Pas-
sion" with Cary Grant whom I
A, hadn't seen since h i s Barbara
V Hutton days.
Attends Cocktail Party
At a 10:30 cocktail party (Span-
ish hours) there were Antonio, the
"greatest" Spanish dancer, whom




little figure belonging to Glorida
De Haven (I remember her
father, Carter, of the silent days),
and Castillo, first Spanish design-
er to have a collection launched
in America, by Liz Arden.
These and other familar faces
against a background of flamenco
dancing, gypsy chanting accompa-
nied by intermittent rhythmic
clapping and drum-Dike pouoding
of .the feet. You had to be insensi-
tive not to feel the surge to aban-
don your body as you had your
spirit to the twirling atmosphere.
Though the hour was late, it was
noi the end of this typical Spanish
evening. After dinner it simply
dissolved to another location, a
night spot where Ave Gardner
and Frankie Sinatra bru sit e d
shoulders when he arrived and
the lady was Itehving.
Tells Of Flirting
An unusually robust Spaniard
who had been explaining the ori-
gin of the Arabic-sounding chants
couldn't resist telling me that he
had flirted outrageously with me
in the "bygone days." I
Next day at the reception in the
American ambassador's residence
of John and Francesca Lodge, we
were reminiscing about our Holly-
wood days. Francesca's brother,
Sitars° Braggiotti, had aeted in my
second talking picture. Brian
Ahern and wife entered, talking
to Richard Aldrich, the late Ger-
trude Lawrence's husband.
I was about to greet them when
I heard a soft voice behind me,
saying: "I'll wager you don't re-
member me." Oh, no, not another
one," I exclaimed, and thoug'ht
I'd better leave Madrid before all
my "youth' caugt up with me.
SHAPRETT'S SON TO GET DEGREE
YAAKOV SHARRM, 28, who will be graduated from Columbia Uni-
versity at the annual Commencement exercises, plays in his New
York apartment with his daughter, Drit, 18 months. The son of
Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Sharrett and a veteran of two wars,
he has been studying at the university for 3 years. (International)
BREAKS 4-MINUTE MILE BARRIER
RON DELANY (left), of Villanova, is shown sprinting through the
four-minute mile barrier as he hits the tape in 3 59 at the 17th an-
nual Invitational Track Meet in Compton. Calif. Running • close
second, just one step behind Delany. Is Gunnar Neilson of Denmark.




















NEW YORK, N. Y. — Although
youngsters have made the greatest
gains in life expectancy since
1900. people in the middle and
upper ages are now also looking
fox ward to added years, according
to the May issue of 'Progress
in Health Services,' a monthly
statistical bulletin published by
Health Information Foundation.
White females 80 years old, for
pxample. gained three years of
life expectancy from 1930 to 1953.
According to the bulletin, death'
rates associated with the major
diseases of middle and old age
—diseases of the heart and cancer—
have been reduced only slightly
in the last half century, but in
recent years there has been some
progress in controlling even the
degenerative disease.
Chances of survival are greater
for everyone, although women have
enjoyed greater life expeetancy
gains than men, the bulletin re-
ports. In 1900, 50 per cent of all
white males born were expected
to live at 'least until the age of
57, whereas by 1953, 50 per cent
of all white males born were
expected to live at least 71 years.
The figures for women are even
more startling: 25 per cent of
the white females born in 1900
could expect to survive to the
age of 75. but that same percentage
of the females born in 1953 could
look forward to 84 yearre of
life.
Other highlights of the May
issue of "Progress in Health Ser-
vices:
....18 per cent of the white
babies born in 1900 did not live
So enter school, nor did 34 per
cent of all Negro infants. Today
the figures have been cut to e
per cent for whites and 5 per cere.
for Negroes.
....of the white persons borr.
in 1900. 79 per cent lived to ents.
the labor force at age 18. Today
th,g figure is 97 per cent. Only
59 per cent of all Negroes born
tr—T900 were expected -to--stereive
until the ige Of .18, while today
the figure.rs 94 per cent.
• .s .because of the prevailing
mortality rate in 1900. only 42
per cent of the white babies born
that year lived to the reeremere
age of 65. Today. 71 per c..n .
will reach this goal. Of the Negr,
babies born at the turn of the
century, 79 per cent died !Wore
65; this has- now been reduced
to 48 per cent.
....the average length of usefti
working life has reflected
overall increase in life expecto -
In 1900. males had a wurk-i.`
expectancy of 32 years. vethi:.
today this figure has jumped to
42 years.
....contrary to popular belief,
the greatest amount of life expec-
tancy comes not at birth but at
the age of one year. after the
diseases of early childhood have
been passed.
The era that began shortly before
1900 was a erevolatonary" one
THE LEDGER & TIMES -L MritRAY, 
.n medicine, said George Bugbee,
president of Health Information vuleo VT Foundation, in an editorial note. 1
"The isolatiori and identification
of bactera, the development of !
mthe 
C ooks Upanaesthesia, the x-ray and
techniques which led to odern
surgery. all contributed to a rapid , Tv c
decline in overall mortality," Mr. ' ookincr
Bugbee said. "Were it not recorded
fact, scarcely anyone could believe
that life expectancy increased by
20 years in what has been little
more than half a century.
"Such sudden prosperity in terms
of added years of life inevitably
makes us look forward to even
greater gains. And fortunately, rei
search and new knowledge bring
promise that these gains will
become realitie,s."
The Health Information Founda-
tion president noted. hovaaver,
that the American population .is
not making the most of its present
opportunities for longer life, and
that further gents in life expectan-
cy "need not depend on medical
etiscovery alone."
"More than 95.000 Americans
died in accidents in 1S53," he
,,said "the number who neglect
pach year to see a physician
tin time to benefit most from
medical science would probably
be much more frightening. if such
a figure could be calculated."
"Clearly. many accidents and
much present illness could be
avoided or minimized," Bugbee
said. "Mortality rates could be
reduced • appreciably with resources
at our command now. Encouraging
wiser use of medical care by
I.our population, therefore, is a
ttece ary step toward better health
and longer life and, ultimately,
the civilisation we are establish-
ing."
KOREAN RED VISITS MOSCOW
TOKYO — North Korean
Prem.er Kim II Sung and 'nis
party arrived in Moscow by plan(
Monday, Moscow Radio reported.
Marilyn Is 30
ACTRESS Marilyn Monroe snivel
by plane In New York with a
cake topped with one candle to
celebrate her thirtieth birthday.
She has just completed "Bus
Stop," her first Clm in two year*.
BOULDER SLIDE DID IT
HERE'S THE HUGHES RIVER derailment of the 13. & 0. National
Limited near Parkersburg, W. Va., which killed the enginser and
fireman. Upper: Tral2 piled up in the deep gorge. Lower: Clearing
tracks of the boulders which caused the wreck. The train had Just
emerged from a tunnel. International Soundphotos)
• •
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK -- Video Vittles
'is a firm concerned with what's
cooking on television. The reason
—it usually cooks it.
Founded back in 1951, Video
Vittles supplies fodder for the
maws of TV shows. It numbers
. .••••••111111=1111W
among its customers Arthur God-
frey, Garry Moore. Martha RaYe.
elteve Allen, Dave Garroway's
-Today" and Arlene Francis"
'Home" show.
The outfit was started by K:t
Kinne, food editor of NBC-TV's
"Itime" show she recently stepped
down to have a baby and now
includes three other happy bakers
—Martha Arvin. Anne Den Hoed
and Sally We:le.
The equipment they use is
Standard, but the chances are
that whipping up a meal at Video
Vittles is nothing like anything
that has ever happened in your
kitchen. On TV. the food must
be elegenic—the object is to make
the broccoli look like Lollobrigida
PLANE OF 'TOTAL' AIR POWER t
—71
THIS FEARSOME vehicle, with flame lancing out of eight tail jets,
is Northrop artist Joe Kotula's conception of an atom-powered
plane, the plane of "total" air power. The sketch is from News-
week magazine. Such a plane could fly 100,000 miles on less than
a pound of enriched uranium fuel, thus eliminating need for costly
foreign bases and refueling operations. It could fly right on around






( What does \
-
-\ "Both are detergent" '\
t,
%
as well as sound like her
Heat -on ,the sets is a constant
worry. Whipped cream melts, 30
thinned down cream cheese must
be subetituked. Aspic must be
fortified with extra gelatin so
it'll hold up. And ice cream is an
impossibility.
"We use frozen mashed potatoes
for ice cream," explained Mrs.
Arvin. "And if the show's in color,
We color the potatoes blue so
they'll lock white."
PACE THREE
GETS -1ASTE" OF POLITIC'S
BROWNSTOWN. l::d t Matt
Welsh, Demoerat.c cartd:date for
governor, told a gl cup of high
school seniors Friday mieit he got
his first "taste" of p( lee's from
the postage stamp; he ence pasted'
on campail,:t
STUDENTS PULL PRANK
Color is another problem. Tomato PASADENA, Calif. (IP — Me-
soup locks black on black-and- chafiical-minded students at Call-
white TV. so green pea soup fornia Institute of Technology Fri-
Is used in its place. For color day took apart a small foreign
programs, tomato soup must be car and reassembled it as a prank
toned down toL pink because red on a basemera stairway of a
on TV are poik chops and yea.
The meats that come over
bleeds. building.
because. they're light colored. es
plained the ladies of the !
Beef looks black.
Vegetables are rarely coated
TV — they wilt too easily uncle
the hot lights. Instead, frozen on,
are used which are just dippee
hot water. Once in place or
set, vegetables and fruits are oo.
constantly with a brush to ke.. •
them looking fresh.
"There's an unwritten rule
television," said Mrs. Arvin. 'e
rays the stagehands get to ea'
the food. And they eat evert
_even the vegetables woes
DEALER BILL APPROVED
WASHINGTON IP —The Senat
Judiciary Committee approved e
bill Thursday to permit automobil,
dealers to bring damage suits it,
federal courts against manufac
















(BOTH Ashland Gasolines 
11
drive out engine dirt..











E. Side Sq. Ph, 193-J
Discover for yourself the importance
of detergent gasoline!
Ashland detergent gasolines are important to you because
these great gasolines prevent the formation of harmful
combustion chamber deposits that rob your tar of power.
Non-detergent gasolines can create a harmful de-
posit build-up, decrease power, make your car lose pep.
Ashland detergent gasoline, drive out harmful
engine dirt while you drive. Ethyl or regular, whichever
your car requires, both Ashland gasolines are detergent.
Make the important change. Fill 'er up with an
Ashland detergent gasoline. Your car will run better than
ever before.
DETERGENT,100 I
For the truly deep-detergent cleanout, change
to TOPFLITE SUPER HIS Motor Oil—
deter/few-matched with Ashland detergent
gasoline. for that double-detergent cleaning.
TOPFLITE lubricates...seals...cools...4%4,ms!
ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY CT
Make your important
power discovery today at
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of the Murray Leuger. The C.ki ay Times, and Th.
in,. e nee aid, Oeteber 20, 1928. end the West Kentuckian. January
L1941
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WEDNESDAY --- JUNE 6. 1956
10 Years Ago This Week
Ledger and Times File
Mrs. Edith .Nlio field Rogers, 56, a weil known matron
of the county, died suddenly Saturday afternoon at her
home near Lynn Grove from a heart attack. She is sur-
vived by her husband. J. A. Rogers. five daughters, and
three sons.
A. C. Gibson, Western Kentucky Stages owner, at-
tended the Rotary International Convention at Atlantic
.City June 2- when 50 different countries were represented
: in the 37th annual meeting there.
Mrs. Malcolm Sale. and Mr. and Mrs. E. 'C. Jacksob
of Roswell. N. Mexico. are visiting .friends and relatives
in Murray.
Hollis Rogers. a Calloway man, received public rec-
ognition and was given newspaper publicity last week
.for his work done in Collecting specimens in South Pa-
cific countries during the \var. This collection was given
from Duke University. Durham. N.C.. where Mr. Rogers
is studying and,teaching there.
Cpl. Robert Garrison. son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Garrison. was discharged last month and is at horn.,.
He was with the ground crew, radio operator. of the Air
Corps and served 22 months in Europe. He attended col-
lege in Switzerland before flying home.
•
IT'S THE RUSSIAN BEAR
•
THIS IS the Ruse,an Bear bomber. a four-enelne. veep,. vorg, long
rarge turboprop job which first came tu western attentem ernearly
Yea:. Fuselage. tail and wings resemble those of toe Soviet's Bail-
get. except that teet wens mount tour turboprop engines witfl
centre-rotating prapellers.. Its oenine somewhat resembles the
B-52 Navel A r. News neen,
FATE FLEW IN THE WINDOw
THERE'S SOMEONE, SOMEWHERE who watches out for little chil-
dren, because here's Johnny Lewis, 5. getting his wish to Chil-
dren's hospital, Loa Angeles, by a stroke of fate. He has leukemia,
an incerabie and usually fatal blood disease. One day he said to
his father, "Daddy, can I have a parakeet" Said his father, "I'm
sorry, but it's against hoe-pita' rules. Well get you one whernaaeu
come home." But the next day, while Johnny was sitting up eat-
ing his lunch, a green and grey parakeet flew in the aandow. and
there they are. 'niternatioual Sent ndpeoto)
500-MILE WALK WITH CROSS
ACCORDING to the caption accompanying this photo
it niews a 19-year-old married gut. Irma Izquierdo, carrying a
60-pound ernes baretteeted from Guiea de 'Helena to Santuano del
Cobra, a distance of 500 miles. At this point she was some 50
miles along the way, and had either stumbled or knelt to rest. She
said she was told by God in a dream to "go to Santuario del Cobra







%V. le Pct. GB
' N• 29 17 610
24 19 358 3, 
21 17 53.3
De t 22 31 512
n 21 22 438 6,
2025 444 /Ps
K. c..- 18 25 419 Ili•
19 28 104 10'•
Yesterday's Games
Detan!.•___Tig,:oli„ .3140.1
elev. lend 8 Baltunare erten
Wioturetcri 3 Chicego 1. re.grit
Kinsas City 7 New York 4. night
Today's Games •
j Kansas City a: New Yerk
' Detnetat Boston
China.. at Wash,egton. night





W L Pet GB
rettsburgn 21 17 585
Cineennat 25 18 5511
St Laws al 19 .578
Milwaukee 20 15 571 1
Ban k.yr, 22 13 537 2
New Yerk 17 25 446
Philacknan 15 Zi 375 lin
Chicane 14 23 359 9
Yesterday'.. Games
.Chieng Penburgh 3
'Si. Lua 3 New York I.
Cincinnati 9 Pruladelrh






New York at S' Louis. n ght
Brcoklyr, at Milwaukee. night
Philadelphia at Cir in.-ti. night
Tomorrow's Games
Pnaadelpnie at fair.cinnit.
Br eselyn at Milwaukee
Penbureh at Cn cago
Only Ceemes Scheduled
_
The Murray Zoning Commission
WILL MEET ON













• 1 EXINGTON - The 1956
football season isn't exactly jus
• •, • ii'' the ^,, err, but the Uni.
versity of Kentucky sports pub-
iney office took a long range look
at Wildcat prosoects and found
them fairly cheerful.
Sports publicity director Ker
Kuhn. in pre-season prospectus.
said the outlook would be good
if It were for a schedule that
includes five teams which played
bee, 1 games last January.
A major problem for Coach
Blanton eollier seAl be getting
everything cooiciinated in time for
the 'Cats to make an impressive
shcwing for a nationwide audience
when they meet Georgia Tech at
Lexington Sept. 23 in the national
!TV "Game of the Week.''
Collier has 14 departed lettermen
to replace. with 22 lettermen
returning, plus end Al Zampino.
back from a hitch in the Army.
Several positions appear extreme-
ly well fortified. on the basis
of last se, scn's performance by
veterans and the showing of
several sophomores this spring.
d There are several positions, how-ever, where talent runs dangerously
thin.
FRANKFORT -- For 11 weeks
thie summer Kentucky's two Junior
Conservation Club Camps are ex-
pected to be humming with •
record enrollment of boys and
gals ffom the State's more than
800 clubs.
.C7mp Earl Wallace at Lake
Cumberlan near Monticello and
:amp John W Carrier on Ken-
tucky Lake opened May 28, ac-
cording to officiate of the Depart-
ine nt of F.sh and Wildlife Re-
sources. Comp Wallace accomna -
dates 250 boys and Camp Currier
150 ci mpers.
This the 11th year that quee-
ned members of the Itin:or duo.
have attuntea cemp. Members are
termed Qualified. Wildlife oftleleis
said; if they have Sat istactor, :y
reseed cleesto m and outdoor wo;k
prescrebed by the junior club
etogrem leaders. A minimum fie
Is charged to cover food sad
transportation. .
Club -members attending camp
this year aril have an opportunity
for advanced instruction in various
subjects. camp directers said. They
explained that many boys wao
have attended camp have learned
their bane lessons in boetIng.
metor instruction, nature, first aid:
and archery This year these bays
will be taught advanced cow sell
:n each of the categories
lash and Wildlife officials an-
nourred ;Kat this year Kelly Hub-
bard.. Hocikenville. will repl:ce
Ty Lewn as director of Camp
Carrier Lewis was appointed W.Id-
life district Superintendent in the
second distrannealilly Bell. Crest-
view. will return for tfie -34.(i,nd




Friday's eomplete record follows:
Cedur. sir 19A Beds
a0
Emergency Bien 41
N.- A: Cen, ns 0
Patients adMitted from Wednesday
11:311 A. M. to trlday 400 P. M.
Master Haner. Banks. 308 Wood-
lawn Ave. Murery. Mr.:•. James
Outland. Rt. 6. Murray; Mrs Jerry
a re asen and babi boy. Benton;
Mrs. Kenneth Mott and baby
b. y, 314 S. 13th St. Murray;
ele W. 0 Williams. Rt 3. Murray:
Mrs. 1.m Smith and baby boy.
Rt 1. Kirksey; Master Randal
Lynn Greenfield. Rt. 4. Benton;
Mrs Dor. R Sareh and baby girl.
1100 Maude Murray; Mrs Clovis
Oakity. Rt, I. Murray: ale Jamee
1
 
David Grant. 102 S. 15th St..








THERE ARE more than seven
times as many college gradu-
ates nowadays as there were
40 years ago, this chart from
the Nationni Industrial Contea-
ence Board, New York, shows.
Murray: 'Mrs Tley McCla,n. Rt.
6 Murray, Mrs Robert Parker.
, 3. Murray; Mr Joe "13 Mess.
,,t4' Beeler St.. New Albany. Ind.:
"ti Hubert Greer. Elkton. Ky.;
.1 as Jacqueline Davis. Elkton, Ky.
At left end, for example. only
Roger Pack returns This situation
will be eased somewhat by the
availability of Zampino and the
high hopes held for sophomore
Doug Shively, son of athletic
director Bernie Shively.
At left tackle, only Lou Michaels
is listed as a returning veteran,
but those who saw Michaels in
action last season say he makes
a position "three deep" all by
himself. Not only is he being
compared with former Kentucky
All-Amerna litob Gain as a line-
man, but he's one of the top
punters in the Southeastern Con-
ference.
Dan Neteskie is the only listed
letterman at left halfback, with
sepnornore Bobby Cr a v ens of
Owenaboro being c oJdun
hearjy .to lend breakaway speed
to this position. Billy Mitchell and
Woody Herzog lend experience to
the other halfback spot
J. T. Frankenberger and Jack
Butler give senior experience at
right tackle, while both guard
puntsms are in capable hands with
Duke Curnutte, Bob Collier and
Clark Ratcliffe on one side of
center and Archie Powers, Bob
Bettett and John Hari on Inc
other.
Teddybear 
• nference candidate at center.
I , Kuhn is an
with Lawson Knigain support.
Fullback is one of the best -
manned positions on the Kentucky
team. with Bob Dougherty and
Bobby Walker running one - two.
and Cliff Tribble of Lebanon,
Tenn., a highly touted snphomore,
puslang both of them
Tribble, very fast and shifty at
185 pounds. could wind up at one
of the halfback spots if trouble
develops there.
John Delmar Hughes stacks up
as the starting quarterback after
two seasons of apprenticeship under
Bob Hardy. In support will be
Ken Robertson and Bill Farley,
back from the service after a
season as understudy to Babe
Parini back in 1051.
All in all. Kentucky shapes up
as strong defensively barring in-
jury to key persennel. Offensively.
ale Wildeats not be CS much
of an aerial threat as last year
with Hardy and Howie Schnellen-
berger gone. but could possibly
be a little stronger on the ground.
The rest of the schedule, after
the Georgia Tech game: Sept. 29.
Ole Miss at Memphis 'night);
Oct 6. Florida at Geinsville; Oct.
' 13. Auburn at Lexington might';
Oct 20. Louisiana State at Lex-
ington might), Oct. 27. Georgia
at Athens:. Nov. 3. Maryland at
!College Park; Nov 10. Vanderbilt
f at Lexington ilicrnecomingi; Nov.
17. Xavier at Lexington. Nov. 24,
Tennessee at Knoxville
NO COMMENT. CHANDLER
FRANKFORT. June 5 t - Gov.
A B Chandler refused to comment
today on "rumors- concerning the
' identity of the Democratic ap-
More Education - pointee to the Senete seat of thelate Alben W. Barkley.
Edgar Easterly, the governor's
publicity director. said "it would
not be in the public intereen' for
the government to comment on
I such rumors.
"Besides" he added. "any corn-
1935 12 7
ment might be misinterpreted as
; encouragement to the person men-
tioned in a rumor. Then, should
that. person not receive the ap-
prentment, the result would be an
mbarrasearent to him.
-The governor doe* not wish
to embarrass anyone_ When the
interim appointee is decided upon.
• the appointment will Ine announced
in proper form. Anyone is privi-
leged tat speculate as much as he
wishes it's an interesting game."
..•••■•11  "MN
4.11.




rtistically A rran g-,t1
* CADETS GIVE IKE YEARBOOK
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER receives a copy of the West Point year-
book 'The Howitzer" from a group of cadets at the White
From left: Roger Redhair, Cheyenne, Wyo.. editor; Robert Farris,
Montgomery, Ala., cadet brigade commander; Michael Conrad,
Fort Monmouth, N.J.. Class president. (international Soundphoto)
Washing Suggestions
For Wool Blankets
There are many tricks to observe
if a wool blanket is to be sate
fluffy and unehrunken after it is
washed. says Mei. Gladys Morris,
home management specialist at the
University of Kentucky. She makes
these suggestions:
1. Measure and record the length
and width of a blanket.
2 Soak blertket for 15 minutes
in a suds of detergent, using the
amount recommended on the pack-
age. to a v.neher of water The
water should be slightly warm to
the hand
3. Turn on the washer for 3
minutes only.
4. To extreet the water. spin for
about, half the time required for
the usual laundry.
5. Prepare rinse water as near
the temperature of the wash water
as possible.
6 Soak the blanket 5 minute:
agitate 1 minute. and sp.n half
long us usual to extract wat,.
Only one rinsing is necessary. .
a smell arneunt of detergent let
in the blanket is not objectionab.
and keeps the wool soft.
7 It a spinner is not used. loss. •
tne wringer as much tis Possa.,
to take out moot of the wean._
& To avoid 
- bine: -n.wriunas
dry.ng. p.n a sheet around Its
parallel clothes lines, foeniing
rectangle Place the blanket over
the rectangle without use of
clothes pins, Reverse several times
so it will be unmarked and fluffyel
9. When half dry, block it by I
stretching, one persen pulling I
car efully from either end. Gather
the ends in the hands and pull
lengthwise and crosswise ur.;:1
the blankets has the or •
measurements. Even biankets
have been slightly shrunken pre
viously can be streteried in tic.
way, says Mrs. Morns.
10. Reheng blanket on the line -
to completely dry bi fore it is
stored.
GUAM GOVERNOR guns
WASHINGTON l -- President
Eisenhovi•er has pted the res-
ignation of Ford Q. Elvidge as
gcvernor of Guam. The White
House announced Friday that El-
sedge informed the President that
-personal -reasons" required that
lie return to his home ,n Seattle.
Wash.
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starring Robert Ryan with
Robert Stack
PURDOM & THURMAN INS. AGENCY
-GENERAL INSURANCE -
FIRE - AUTO - CASUALTY
- --
Across from Capitol Theatre - Phone 842




Ready and Able To Serve Your Every Need
They have on their_ staff to serve you the following:
- OWNERS and OPERATORS -
AUBRY HATCHER CHARLES WILSON
•
- SERVICE DEPARTMENT -
DAN FAIN BILL FAIN
- SALES DEPARTMENT -
AUBREY HATCHER CHARLES WILSON
CHARLES COCHRAN
•
- OFFICE and PARTS MGR. -
ROBERT (I3uddy) BUCKINGHAM
410
COME IN AND SEE THEM TODAY!
Watch! For Grand Opening





































little figure belonging to Glorida
De Haven (I remember her
father, Carter, of the silent days),
and Castillo, first Spanish design-
er to have a collection launched
in America, by Liz Arden.
These and other familar faces
against a baLleground of flamenco
dancing, gypsy chanting accompa-
nied by intermittent rhythmic
clapping and drum-like pounding
of the feet. You had to be insensi-
tive not to feel the surge to aban-
don your body as you had your
spirit to the twirling atmosphere.
Though the hour was late, it was
not the end of this typical Spanish
evening. After dinner it simply
dissolved to another location, a
night -spot avtiere Alla Gardner
and Frankie Sinatra brushed
shoulders when he arrived and
the lady was leaving.
Tells Of Flirting
An unusually robust Spaniard
who had been explaining the ori-
gin of the Arabic-sounding chants
couldn't resist telling me that he
had flirted outrageously with roe
in the -bygone days." a
Next day at the reception in the,
American ambassador's residence
of John and Francesca Lodge, we.
were reminiscing about our Holly-
wood days. Francesca's brother,
Sitano Braggiott, had ariteci in my
second talking picture. Brian
Ahern and wife entered, talking'
to Richard Aldrich, the late Ger-
trude Lawrence's husband.
I was about to greet them when
I heard a soft voice behind me.
saying: "I'll wager you don't re-
member me." Oh, no, not another
one," I exclaimed, and thoug'ht
I'd better leave Madrid be/ore all
my "youth' caugt up with me.
SHARRETT'S SON TO GET DEGREE
YAAKOV StiARRETT. 28, who will be graduated from Columbia .Unt•
versity at the annual Commencement exercises, plays in his New
York apartment with hi, daughter. DrIt. 18 months. The son of
Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Sharrett and a veteran of tWo wars,
he has been studying at the university for 3 yeah. (International;
BREAKS 4-MINUTE MILE BARRIER
RON DELANY (left). of Villanova, is shown sprinting through the
four-minute mile barrier as he hits the tape In 359 aj the 17th an-
nual Invitational Track Meet in Compton, Calif. Running a close
second, just one step behind Delany. Is Gunnar Neilson of Denmark_




















United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK (III -- Video Vittles
is a firm concerned with what's
cooking on television. The reason
—it usually cooks it.
Feunded back in 1951, Video
Votles supplies fodder for the
maws of TV shows. It numbers
among its customers Arthur God-
frey, Garry Moore, Martha Raye,
titeve Allen, Dave Garrow-ay's
-Today" and Arlene Francis"
"Home" show.
The outfit was started by K:t
Kinne, food editor of NBC-TV's
"Home" show she recently stepped
down to have a baby ,and now
includes three other happy bakers
—Martha Arvin. Anne Den Hoed
end Sally Wells. .
The equipment they use Is
Standard, but the chances are
that whipping up a meal at Video
Vittles is nothing like anything
that has ever happened in your
kitchen. On TV. the food must
be elegenic—the object is to make
the broccoli look like Lollobrigida
PLANE OF 'TOTAL' AIR POWER 4,
THIS FEARSOME vehicle, with flame lancing out of eight tail Jets,
Is Northrop artist Joe Kotula's conception of an atom-powered
plane, the plane of "total" air power. The sketch is from News-
week magazine. Such a plane could fly 100,000 miles on less than
a pound of enriched uranium fuel, thus eliminating need for costly
foreign bases and refueling operations. It could fly right on around




X-,---- 1( What does ‘- \,
\"Both are detergent" \
,
\\ )mean?‘ .,..--,
as well as sound likelkher.
Heat on the sets is a constant
v,orry. Whipped cream melts; so
thinned down cream cheese must
be substituted. Aspic must be
fortified with extra gelatin so
it'll hold up. And ice cream is an
impossibility.
"We use frozen mashed potato,...s
for ice cream," explained Mrs.
Arvin. "And if the show's in color,
we color the potatoes blue so
they'll look white."
Color is another problem. Tomato
soup locks black on black-and-
white TV. so green pea soup
Is used in its place. For color
programs, tomato soup must be
toned down to pink because red'
bleeds.
The meats that come over best
on TV are pork chops and veal
because they're light colored, ex-
plained the ladies of the firm.
Beef looks black.
Vegetables are rarely cooked for
TV — they wilt too easily under
the hot lights. Instead, frozen ones
are used which are just dipped in
hot water. Once in place on the
Set, vegetables and fruits are oiled
constantly with a brush to keep
them looking fresh.
-There's an unwritten rule in
television," said Mrs. Arvin, "that
rays the stagehands get to eat all
the food. And they eat everything
—even the vegetables we've oiled
DEALER BILL APPROVED
WASHINGTON IP —The Senati.
Judiciary Cordmittee approved a
bill Thursday to permit automobile
dealers to bring damage suits ir,
federal courts against manufac










1 .and Regular, 111 1
"BOTH Ashland Gasolines I




GETS "TASTE" (liF POLITICS
— --
BROWNSTOWN. Ltd I — Matt
Welsh. Democratic candidate. for
governor, told a group of high
school seniors Friday night he got
his Jirst "taste" of pelitics from
the postage stamps he once pasfed
on campaign circulars.
STUDENTS PULL PRANK
PASADENA. Calif. — Me-
chanical-minded students at Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology Fri-
day took apart a small foreign
car and reassembled it as a prank
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E.. Side Sq. Ph. 193-J
Discover for yourself the importance
of detergent gasoline!
Ashland detergent gasolines are important to you because
these great gasolines prevent the formation of harmful
combustion chamber deposits that rob your tar of power.
• .Non-detergent gasolines can create a harmful de-
posit build-up, decrease power, make your car lose pep.
Ashland detergent gasoline, drive out harmful
engine dirt while you drive. Ethyl or regular, whichever
your car requires, both Ashland gasolines are detergent.
Make the important change. Fill 'er up with an
Ashland detergent gasoline. Your car will run better than
ever before.
— -
I's DETERGENT, TOO 1
For the truly deep-detergent cleanout, change
to TOPFLITE SUPER 14F) Motor Oil —
detergent-matched with Ashland detergent
gasoline, for that double-detergent cleaning.
TOPFLITE lubricates .seals...cools...ciren,'
ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
 ....•••••••••••••••••....p
•





Writen For United Press
MARDRID t —Whoever said,
"My, what a small world," didn't
realize how very small the world
was going to be in 1956—and how
much smaller when we get jet
commercial transports.
fad Everytime I poke my nose out-
side my own quarters, I hear,
"Well, for goodness sake, what
are doing in Madrid?" or "Are
you following me—I just left you
in Monte Carlo" or "I last saw
you years ago in your house on
Sunset Boulevard."
Or, as for instance today, a
young man introduced himself as
the son of the late swimming
champion, Norman Ross. While I
zoomed back to age 17 I wandered
if I should tell the youth that be-
fore his father was his father, hol
was a beau of mine.
"Sophia "the curves" Loren I
last saw in San Remo when she
finished the rally from Rome.
Four weeks later here she is wore-
ing on "The Pr.de and the Pas-
sion" with Cary Grant whom I
h. hadn't seen since h i s Barbara
✓ Hutton days.
Attends Cocktail Party
At a 10i30 cocktail party (Span-
ish hours) there were Antonio, the
"greatest" Spanish dancer, whom








NEW YORK, N. Y. — Although
youngsters have made the greatest
gains in life expectancy since
1900, people in the middle and
upper ages are now also looking
forward to added years, according
to the May issue of "Progress
in Health Services." a monthly
statistical bulletin published by
Health Information Foundation.
White females 60 years old, for
'example, gained three years of
life expectancy from 1930 to 1953.
According to the bulletin, death
rates associated with the major
diseases of middle and old age
—diseases of the heart and cancer—
have been reduced cnly slightly
in the last half century, but in
recent years there has been some
progress in controlling even the
degenerative disease.
Chances of survival are greater
for everyone, although women have
enjoyed greater life expectancy
gains than men, the bulletin re-
ports. In 1900, 50 per cent of all
white males born were expected
to live at least until the age of
57, whereas by 1953, 50 per cent
of all white males born were
expected to live at least 71 years.
The figures for women are even
more startling: 25 per cent of
the white females born in 1900
could expect to survive to the
age of 75, but that same percentage
of the females born in 1953 could
look forward to 84 yearrs of
life.
Other highlights of the May
issue of "Progress in Health Ser-
vices:
....18 per cent of the white
babies born in 1900 did not live
to enter school, nor did 34 per
cent of all Negro infants. Today
the figures have been cut to 2
per cent for whites and 5 per'cent
for Negroes.
....of the white persons born
in 1900. 79 per cent lived to entc:
the labor force at age 18. Today
thg figure is 97 per cent. Only
59 per cert,. of all Negroes born
in 1900 were expected to survive
until the age of 18, while. today
the figure is 94 per cent.
because of the prevailing
mortality rate in 1900. only 42
per cent of the white babieF1bore
that year lived to the retirement
age of 65. Today. 71 per
will reach this goal. Of the Ni
babies born at the turn aisti
century. 79 per cent died 'bC-
85; 'this has now been reducea
to 48 per cent.
....the average length of useful
working life has reflected
(tall increase in life expecta -
In 1900. males had a work-,.l
expectancy of 32 years, a:hi:,
today this figure has, jumped to
42 years.
contrary to popular belief,
the greatest amount of life expec-
tancy comes not at birth but at
the age of one year. after the
diseases of early childhood have
been passed.
The era that began shortly before
1900 was a "revolutfonary" one
THE LEDGER & TIMES MITRRAY, 
president of Health Information
.r1 medicine, said 'George Bugbee,
Fouridation, in an editorial note.
-The isolation and identification
of bactera, the development of
anaesthesia, the x-ray and the
techniques which led to modern
surgery all contributed to a rapid
decline in overall mortality," Mr.
Bugbee said. "Were it not recorded
fact, scarcely anyone could believe
that life expectancy increased by
20 years in what has been little
more than half a century.
"Such sudden prosperity in terms
of added years- of life inevitably
makes us look forward to even
greater gains. And fortunately, rei
search and new knowledge bring
promise that these gains will
become realities."
The ,Health Information Founda-
tion president noted, howlaver,
that the American population is
not making the most of its present
gb e,- 
opportunities for longer life, and
that further*kains in life expectan-
cy "need not depend on medico]
dkiscovery
"More than 95,000 Americans
died in accidents in 1S53,' he
said the number 'who neglect
'leach year to see a physician
in time to benefit most from
medical science would probably
be much more frightening. if such
a figure oould be calculated."
"Clearly, many accidents and
much present illness could oe
avoided or minimized," Bugbee
said. "Mortality rates could be
reduced appreciably with resources
at our command now. Encouraging
wiser use of medical care by
our population, therefore, is a
necessary step toward better health
and longer life and, ultimately,
. the civilization we are establish-
KOREAN RED VISITS MOSCOW
TOKYO — North Korean
Premier Kon Surg. and MI
party arrived in Moscow by plant
Monday. Moscow Radio reported.
Marilyn Is 30
ACTRESS Marilyn Monroe arrives
by plane in New York with •
Cake topped with one candle to
celebrate her thirtieth birthday.
She has Just completed "Bus
Stop," her first elm in twolears.
BOULDER SLIDE DID IT
HERE'S THE HUGHES RIVER derailment of the B. & 0. National
Limited near Parkersburg, W. Va., which killed the engin,er and
fireman. Upper: Train piled up In the deep gorge. Lower: Clearing
tracks of the bomiders which caused the wreck. The train had just
emerged from a 'tunnel. International Soundphotos) Lis
Make your important
power discovery today at
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Mr and Mrs 1\z*g,iy Alexander
of Fort Walton. Flaridan.left Sat-
urday following a two weeks visit
in Murray with their parents. Mr.
and Mrs. R. L. Ward :and Mr. and
Mrs Raymond Alexander .
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. R. M.Iler spent
the weekend in Nashville. Term.,
and attended the commencement
exer....ses at the Vanderbilt thae
say in Which Meer son. Bebe .1
Brewn Miller, received his M. D
degree.
• . • •
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Sykes,
!of Ironton. Mo., formerly of Me:
ray. spent last week with Mr. and
I Mrs Frank Sykee of Murray and
—
Tito Will Recipe Of The Week
- Remain Friends
With The %Vest
Ile . C HAI:LES M. MCCANN
I l.ni.ari In es.'. Sluff Corrftpondent
Golden .4 nni ;...crsiiry -1 _.. :-.: T7 ,, cf Yug-alav.e is
Celebrated Sitnlay • res. week ta
By The l'ete41-:.;,-es 'Elia- a satellite geve,:nrnents.
,•nly CArrnunist leader
a• erstuay dened Josef
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Broilers, small, tender chi:kens
from to 2ie pounds dressed
weight. are on the plentiful foods
list for May. This size gives a
meaty, flavorful chicken.
Broiling means to cook by dry
, he-at from an electric element or
a gas. flame, or it may be done
over hot coals on the outdoor fire-
place. Broiling time for a 2 to 2ta
pound chicken is about 1 hour.
.Food spec.alists at the University
of Kentucky suegest this method:
1. Set temperature at 375 - 400
degrees.
2. Cu.: cleaned chickens length-
viase theaugh the center Most
ar.d back. Wipe dry, brush with
butter, *and season each half with
t• to aa teaspoon of salt and 1/41
teaspoon of pepper.
3 Pelee the p.eces of chicken,
skan side down. 5 to 6 inches from
the heat. Brad until 'pieces are
or-ewn. Turn sk.n side •up and
bnail untl brown.
4. Turn pieces again arid broil
urea: tender, Mcety brown, and
crisp on the .outsacle.
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'also visited relatives in Dover amid
Nashville, Tenn.
• • • •
Miss Lorene Swann, Jams es
Swann were the reeent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Sykes. Jr., of
Ironton, Mo.





United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK u- Those ecstatic
reviews and weekly capacity grosses
of $65.000 and $58.000. respectively.
for "My Fair Lady' and "The
Most Happy Fella" make musical
show production seem mighty
attractive, but there is another
e.de of the *picture drawn in red
ink.
Since last -fail four big must -al
shows have gone bravely into
rehearsals, moved 9n with fly.ng
adjectives to the tryout cities -
and never returned to see opening
night lights on Broadway. A fifth
never got into a tryout engage-
ment.
These five represent a total lost
.nvestment of at least $1500000.
The latest to falter. -The Ziegfeld
Felliesa which closed in Phila-
delphia last week for want of an
additional $50.000 to send after en
already expended $e00.000, has
been promised a rebiath as of
next fall, but the 1955-56 svason
w.11 record it as a flop, whatever








United Frees Staff Correspondent
WASH I N 3TON III --Cenaptrol-
ler General Joseph Campbell
charged today that the Defense
Department violated the law by
retaining more than 400 million













He alsa charged that the De-
terse Department has not always
comp:ied "on a proper basis" with
rules and restrictions laid down
by Congress in military aid ap-
propriation bills..
Campbell's agency acts a's sort
of a congressional watchdog in
keeping tabs on government activ-
ities.
Hearings On Aid
The committee is holding hear-
ings on Preaident Esenhower's
request for $4.900,000.000 in new
foreign aid funds. Campbell was
called -to testify about the amount
of unexpended funds previously
appropriated and still available to
the administration.
Chairman Walter F. George (D-
Ga.) told Campbell the question
is "the source of more concern
to this committee than any other
problem" Some senators have
placed the total of unexpended aid
funds at more than 6 billion dol-
lars.
Campbell was unaole to give
an exact total. But he aecused
the International Cooperation Ad-
m.nistrat.on, which handles non-
military aid, of a "deficiency of
advance planning" in many of its
pro 4r31T1S
He elao accused ICA of "over-
programniir.g" and said it fre-
quently has asked Congress for
more money than it could spend
in the subsequent fiscal year.
were e revue, "Plea- "The agency apparently does
e one that rehearsal net cans.dar realistacal:y the avzia-
itywneret- Reo- able ILUiLar«.-eS ,ar.d eepahelhiee of,
ben, Reuben,- "-lye Aingtibg Ade_ both the Uneeci Seates and . the
le" and "Stgip For Action." individual recipient coantries.' he
In add:twit, three musicals that
reached New York were quick
failures. Two of these. "Almost
Crazy" and **Catch A Star." were
'revues of a less extrenseve nature.
but "The Vamp", a big musical
comedy. lust in the upper break -
eta
"Pipe Dream". the Rogers-Ham-
merstein work, is in its seventh
month but has been under weekly
capacity on many occasa,,ns. It
could make out, however "Mr.
Wonderful", in its third month,
has never reached capacity. but
it is in the town's largest theater
mid has been taking in a comfor-
„able $50.000 a week. This is a
good enough pace in this parti-
1/1 H RI.Ls ( °ROHR Y 
itular case, but it must be main-
tained for many months
United Press staff Correspondent off
SAN FRANCISCO an - The
United States is 'quite well along”
m its plans for launching a main
made moon to circle the Earth
but there is still a chance that
the project could fail. the Navy
Sara today.
Capt. A. B Metiger, deputy
chief of nay. 1 rest-arab. gave that
ass(nniere of the Earth satellite
vehicle program in a speech to
the Avaition Writers Aseociation










The United States plans to fire
12 artificial moons into space dur-
ing the 1957-56 International Geo-
physical Year with the hope that
a considerable number will stay
in an orbit and whirl around the
globe at 18.000-miles an hour
-- 'aa ' n Metsger said that to succeed
That veltn tnt satellite project tnis
tee country will have to go beyond




CIVIL LIFE FOR M:-.:ARTHUR'S SON
GEN, DOUGLAS MocARTHUt chNkes
v. lio graduated with honors from
New York. Looking on bar plly ts Mrs.
Arthur said he intends to ent,r C, la
U.S. Military Ars4etny st Wtst I .t
brilliant weer. Arthur plans a c..), caseer,
the
the
hand of tile son, Arthur, 18,
Browning School for Boys In
MacArthur Young Mac-
Univer ay rather than the
where lila tether began hia
(Interhation41)
"Tnere is an acceptable prob-
ahlity of suczese or the program
would nat have been begun.' lie
said. "But there as also the chance
of failure, although there is no
doubt that eventually an artificial
satellae will be placed in an orbit
.:bout tie _Ear'. "h
He sa.ci that successful launching
ef a tin) satellite of Earth will
net mean that manned Space
i•S just areurid the carrier.
He pe.nted out that the payload
of Mt threit-stage rocket will be
very small. The satellite itself will
be' boosted len, !mace by an 11-ton
combination of rockets. yet it will
vir .gh abeut 20 pounds
Me-liter eied the launen.e_. -.-
tern is the smallest th.s country
knave hew to build at this time
Idea Rejected Previously
The. of:a or sael that the id.
of launching such a 'cienta .
research vehicle was "repeated..
kroposed studied and rejectea
prior to the White Meuse go-aha
trait was announced last mirror,
Hc said the value to pure scieree
would exceed the military impli-
cations of the satellite.
It will be tilled to study Sun
and Stars. cosmie rays. solar radia-
te.n. the Earth's magnetic field







But he reserved his severest
crit_cason for the Defense Depart-
ment's handling of military aid
funds
Campbell said that b) ignoring
corigressionally-impoead rules, the
department has failed "to com-
pletely disclose the relationship
between the amounts reserved un-
der the mintary assistance pro-
gram and the extent to which
such reservation increased obli-
gated fund availability under the
regular military appropriations."
"At least 400 million dollars of
mil,tary assistance appropr.ations.
representing • unpaid obligations
overstated at June 30, 1954, has
been retained by the Department
if Defense in violation of the
TOURIST SEES ANOTHER SIGHT
INDONESIA'S President Achmed ukarrio and actress Marilyn
Monroe bend each other's ears at a dinner party given in Holly-
wood by Joshua Logan, director of her latest film. Logan's brother
Is traveling with the Sukarno party, and when Sukarno was in-
vited, he laughingly said he would attend if Marilyn would be
there. So she postponed leaving for New York till the next day,
which happened to be 30th birthday. lint emotional Soundohoto)
The
White House Grocery
or Quality, Service and Every
Day Low Prices
— POTTERY and BIRD BATHS —
1608 W. Main Phone 926-W•
as,- • ..a.••••••••••••••.: 1--
provisions of the Mutual Security
Act of 1954," he said.
He said the defense department
explained that the mixup' stemmed
from an "understatement by the
Department of the Army of ex-
penditures applied against other-
wise valid, recorded gross obliga-
tions."
DISCOVER ANCIENT PORT
DAMASCUS, Syria ill, - Syrian
archaeologists using clay tablets
from Egypt as- their guide have
discovered a buried Mediterranean
seaport at least 3.000 years old,
it was announced today.
Salfie Abdul Hak, director of
the government Archaeological
Department, said it is the ancient
port of Semira which lies just
south of the north Syrian coastal
city of Tartus. . •
First reports from the excava-
tions indicated inch treasures of
pottery, tablets and other archae-
ological finds dating from the
Phoenician. Assyrian and Greek
eras in the second rnillienium
before Christ.
WINS BEAUTY CROWN
STOCKHOLM, Se-eden Itt -
German actress Margit Nuenke of
Cologne won the 1956 Miss Europe
title Friday night.
Warning on Reds
TESTIFYING before the Senate
foreign relations committee in
Washington, Gen. Alfred aL
Gruenther. retiring NATO su-
preme commander, says Rus-
sia's announced reduction in
armed forces will not sub-
stantially affect the Soviet's
aggressive strength. He also
said any reductions in U.S.
military aid would "have a de-
teriorating effect on our al-
liance." (interne:Mimeo')
WEDNESDAY — JUNE 6, 1956
DEATH TO HEROIN SELLERS 111
•
SENATOR Price Daniels (D), Texas, gives the okay sign to Barry
Anslinger, U.S. commissioner of narcotics, in Washington after
passage of Daniels' bill providing possible death sentences for
heroin sales to youths. The bill gives juries the right to recom- A































SATURDAY, it NE 9 1:00 P.M.
THIS BEAUTIFUL HOME TO SELL
igfr
1
Located South Side of Coldwater-Mayfield Highway 3rd house toward College from
the intersection of North 18th Street and the Mayfield Highway.
This house was built by Mr. Bodine Hensley and nothing was spared in its con-
struction. The house consists of a nice living room, with a modern open fire place,
two bedrooms, dining room, kitchen and utility. It has plenty of cabinets, also hall
with double doors leading to a screened sleeping porch. Bath and garage.
Th house is insulated, has fuel oil furnace and is newly decorated.
The lot has 138 foot highway frontage and is 270 feet at deepest point. Plenty,
of room for othe,r buildings. Only a few hundred feet from Murray State College.
This house is located on bus route and children may live here and attend kinder-
garten thru college (this is a rare and excellent opportunity), This house is located
in the edge of one of our most progressive towns.
TERMS: $2500 'down, balAnce with one and two years notes at interest.
































WEDNESDAY - itINE 6, 1956
FQR SALE
A UPRIGHT PIANO in good ,on-
S
'
ention. has just been tuned. Priced
to sell. Call 5344. June 7P
ONE LOT & APT., located at 719
replan See Nelson Blalock. Phone
375 day, 1785-51 night. June 7P
1948 PLYMOUTH 4-d )1r sea
Radio, heater. "Clean inside and
out. $125. 18th at Main. Ph. 1303.
Jene 7P
*GIRLS 26 inch bicycle. Good con-























45 ACRE FARM near New Provi-
dence. mile from pavement.
Solicol bus, milk and mail route.
Excellent buildings. Ceylon H.
Wright, 206 East Buena Sista,
Highland Park 3, Math. June 6P
9 CU. FOOT G. E. Refrigerator.
G. E. apartment size stove. Maytag
washer with pump, excellent
&Lion. Phone 1630. June 81'
NICE MODERN 7-i vont hpuse• 2 I
acres. 1 nille out on Hwy. 94.
Double garage, chicken house. One
nice business lot on this property
could be sold. Call Galloway Ins.
Agency. Phone 1062. June 7C
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open. Complete line of pattern and:
cut gaols, leave, picture frames,
chum, brass, copper. furniture
Open nights 414 North 7th Street,
' Mayfield, Ky. June 81'
GENERAL ELECTRIC Filter - Flo
washer. Top trade in allowance.




Murray Marble and Granite Works
'builders of fine memorials for over
hell century. Porter White, Mana-
ger.July 
LADIES HOUSE dresses, pajamas,
gowns, slips, and purses. $1.00 each.
Remnants 25c .yd. JefferY's
July 8C
LAWNS MOWED. Calle Shelton
Conady. Phone 1020-R. Have 3 good
power mowers. Rotary type.
June 613
_
COLLEGE Beauty Shop announces
- Marie Hall has been added to
their staff. Thursday, Friday, Sat-
urdays Call 648. June 8C
PERMANENT WAVE Special--
;10 CO wave for $7.50, includes
haircut. styling, shampoo and set.
For appointment call Lucy Beshear,
Zane Tayber or Marie Hall. Pnone
648. College Beauty Shop. June fic
MONUMENTS first class material
grarree and marble, large selectien
styles. sizes. Call ,as, home phone
526. See at Calloway Monemen,
Works, Vevey err, owner. West ,
Main St., na'r college. July IOC !
WHY BUs NEW MOTOR when
you can get one completely re-
built for oneehalf price of new,
motor, from one horse power xi
one hundred horse power. We also!
buy, sell. and exchange. Pierceall





chant for new hats shoves us'
in this excellent closeup of r
at Wellington barracks ( e-
hony, Landon. (Intern, . J1441)
last mon.:nt? Do you need a com-
pact atteactiyely bc•..nd book for
:ippointments, memoranda, diary
and addreases? We have just the
teeing in a Nascan Day-At-A-
Glance. Undated, refillable and
pocket-size with simulated leather
case with inner pocket. Ledger &
Tunes Oftee Supply. Depe-Pnect.
Phone 55. O
SINGER SEWING mechine repre-
sentative in Murray. For sales,
service, repair, oe tact 'zoo Hall,
1817 Farmer. Ph. 1822-M. TFC
DO YOU neea protection against
the loss cif your valuables by ;ire
Theft? Buy a compact Victor Trea-
sure Chest certified by ave. Netion-
al Aseociatien ot Safe Manufac-
'urers. The Daily Ledger & Times
')ff.ce Supply. Phone 55.
RUG and UPHOLSTRY cleaning.
Moth-proffed at no extra cost. Wall
cleanMg service. Call -Specialty"
Wall and Rug Deterger Co.. 6634.
,J20C
HAVE YOU been looking for an
!Peen filing cabinet .hat is handy,
comact, easy to carry' We hat"
i It in the Steemester File-It Cases.
All me.al construction with lock
and easy carrying handle. On
display in be Office Supply De-
partment of the Daily Ledger &
Times, phone 55. TF
  _
DO YOU need -a machine ta Aaple
beeklets and folders from 8 pages
to 128 pages? Sae the Elostitith
Saadi( Stapler at .he r any asdger
& Macs Office Supply, Ph 4S -11.'
t
Etectret W. Broadway. Mayfield
Kentucky.-Day phone 2114. night .1 %ANTI bll
1826-M. J7P , i......---  ----,
wE RAVE boat, motor: auto. fire ' WILL PAINT HOUSES or do
and life insurance. Wayne Wilsan other *'.irk Joseph A. Lusk, 313
Insurance Agency. Phone 321. , N. 7th 'Street. June 8P
July IOC
BUSINESS MEN! Do you forget
those important appoint.nents or
penhapis remember them at the
Challenge For Dr. Mays
A new novel by ELIZABETH SEIFERT.
," 1955. by Elisabeth Seifert Reprinted by permission of the publish-
er, Dodd. Mead & Co. Inc. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.
al s. rol'n!ri near, trembled her upper lip. "Say
A c;...ip r! 1A•rst- rasd-bye to Li .e gentleman, dear, I
eh a It o .1111:, a ,pit,' and-"
• "k "f ii'..'.. "" Ì 't,;""r John "ti°n 
Ii 'oh 
'Snails' feet!" said Johnny
Inc Counts Man-
cha a sir •.u. 1...s.si-r of the proses!
r.• a ow. ting and tells his
if. II • o iii h mom-. lila
I..•••n • :st• •I tie wealthy M1r,
Ale S11„ ...II # p.1 op the rhnis.
]1,1 a Ia., 11 fn. rereV to
'r. •••• • 11 '• r, learned that from me. rila'am.
.1 t. •ii i moos t ,
5! • .14. 1r:61i:111
1t 
fru! er•cr 11111r ' • ‘". "".`rn 
11 kinds in the park
"" kmw*"
nfl mtial She laughed. too. 
"Ye"Yes-I'--'are"Yes-I'--'arere
1..1 vs im 
VS.Ikoo. rib oval yon from 1.,`)<
I d to
l'r n) He Waked rueful. "Won't Ark-
.., oi Mo onto . ,an In% est Ir. 
111 
Sm.nm in II,' • park n.ar ansas do".."
it have to?" Ste Was al-
le a day „) „ a most Miit-hin.ris.
It was the hi at of several suchei it, 1111111, ..c
rr•r•r Nerved !r1r
' 1 1•• `+•-,.•srm 
mid "• :40w they shared 
a
it if.• Crdlis ii beneh by menial agreement.
.• .r.•1 Sar•I, soon 3 eanastole two
s ..o.s Irrtr,r4 (trim e,n111.1v BirS1 -Iii
r •hr Ii'nntlin thvy isosport In.
IX f•-:r.11111 (of rprill.rar r-e They
1.1 to ti elf fart.
' '.r'. I,, ihe l'.•11i ant l'rn.
Ihni I ol the Med.. al rrtre let.'
I iv Itiandin •strors. The [maid volt vg
Ii..'..- •1.•ai of Ilre Irral:er
..1. s Ur prove the eliaroets alrrae.
•
loo In Ns) onvin.e• him that it II
• rob for him to handle.
CHAPTER 11
("HAD MAYS park bench be-
came so much his property
that he resented its occupation
by anyone else when he came to
claim a for that half-hour each
day. Johnny also regarded it as
Chad's, and would seek him there.
Chad was equally concerned if
Johnny were miesing. And his
io
companion. She was such a pret-
ty girl, so poised. so an pleasant
to look At in her neat cotton
frocks.
She didn't appear to notice
Chad, tholigh sae was constantly
aware of Johnny, and must have
consideleil the man when the
child sat tieode him, in chattered
Li', him from his tricycle.
The youngster was nicely
trained, too, with a mind of his
own, but 3ceu...torned to obey.
One day, however, he chose not
to hear leicey's call, and Chad,
for his own purposes, didn't send
Johnny on his dutiful way.
So the voting woman cloned
her book. lose (min the bench
and came fit•nily through son-
light and shadow to fetch her
Chitrge.
"Johnn)'," she sntd determined-
ly, from ten feet away.
Johnny pushed close to Chad's
• thigh. "Come and sit down here,"
he offered hospitably.
Chad rose. "Would you?"
The girl came to them. "It's
time we went home." Nervous-
roughly.
The girl's eyelashes flew up
and back. "Why, Johnny!"
Chad chuckled. "I'm afraid he
watched Johnny together - and
talked. Not really pe.sonally, yet
by the middle of the month La-
cey knew what Chad's tikes and
dislikes were, in what he be-
lieved.
One afternoon in mid-June,
Chau came, bringing Johnny a
hand-puppet, a monkey, and
spent ten minutes showing the
boy how to work it. Then, when
Johnny pelted on to show it to
his friends, Chad turned to La-
cey, his arm along the bench-
back, and asked her calmly if
she-woukl marry him.
Shill turned so white that his
hand clipped her far shoulder to
steady her. The shoulder and arm
were bare, and soft, and warm
- and at his touch, color flared
back into her cheeks. "; wish
you hadn't - joked that way,"
she said regretfully.
"I wasn't joking. I'm thirty
years old, and you're the first girl
I've ever asked to marry me. I
meant it."
She lifted her shoulders help-
lessly. "Why - Its your first pro-
posal - should you ask me?"
"Because," said Chad softly,
his voice vibrant, "you're sweet.
You're innocent. Unspoiled . . ."
She laughed uneasily. "You
don't even know niy name . "
"It's Lacey."
"Lacey what"
"What difference does that
make' You don't know my name,
either. terawhere 1 came front."
"Arkansas." She spoke so soft-
ly that the word was only a
breath belvveen her parted lips,
Fie sat thonghtful. "Maybe you
shoeld know my background,"
he conceded, "if we're going to
be married .
She turned a little to fare him,
and he sat for another silent min-
ute. "I was born in Little Kuck,
thirty years ago," he said slowly
"My parents were not rich, but
they were - are - genteel."
"Poor but proud."
He paused, then - "I didn't
much like the town where I
grew up," he said wryly. "I'm
not entirely slire I liked my fam-
ily. There was a good bit of con-
flict in our home. My mother, you
see, insisted on every en evasion
of elegance, every evidence of
culture. While my father-" Chad
smiled remirescently. "My father
was just as determined to be the
'con-mon man.'
"But - you see, I'm this way
about people, Lacey: a man's in-
ner self is the significant thing.
What he is, in what he bAieves,
what he will fight for. Let these
things be there, and nothing else
mantes. the color of coat, or
Rs cut.
"But if the coat is the import-
ant thing, if refusing to wear a
proper coat . . . then a man be-
comes a hollow shell. A phony.
And I hate pheniea!" He stopped,
and wafted.
So did she. "And," she asked,
after a tittle. "your name?"
"It's Chad. You've heard John-
ny., The whole thing, of course,
is Chadhurn Mays." tie glanced
at her. "M.D.- His lips pressed
tightly , thin.
"All that build-up of truth and
honesty!" shc said merrily.
"You don't believe me, Lacey?"
• "Of course I don't believe you.
Oh, I believe in what you appear
to be -Johnny's somewhat indi-
vidualistic friend. Hut Dr. Mays
- I've read about him in the
newspapers. He's a famous man."
"Would you marry that stuffy
Dr. Mays, and not listen to John-
ny's friend, Chad 7"
Lacey put her hand softly up-
on hie, drew it away. "I'd not
marry anyone I don't know," she
said gently.
Abruptly, Chad got to his feet_
"How are yin' going to get to
know me?" he demanded. "II you
can't talk to a guy, and know,
whether he's telling you the'
truth 7"
She met his glee bravely, bet
said nothing. And with a mut-
tered exasperated "So long,"
Chad turned on his heel and
strode away from her, He did
not look back. And of course it
did not occur to him at the time





3 ROOM UNFURNISHED garage
apartment. Het weter, wired for
electric stove, Call 1463-J. June6P
--
2 BEDROOM' unfurnished duplex
aparrnent, electric hca:. 102 Ne 14th ,





By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Press Steff Correspondent
WASHINGTON in -- F.ir the
first tine in in:my a moon, no
U.S. postage stamp honors a son
of Massarhusetts.
Understanaably, the good folks
of the Bay State are workcd up
about it.
In fact, Sertetary of State Ed-
ward J. Cronin was maved to
Send in a complaint to Postmas-
ter Gmeral Arthur E. Surirrner-
fin Id He n minded the he:ei of
the moils that Massachusetts' mcot
Alustrious dad and son team have
been "pustied. around, postaliy
speaking
That team was made up of John
Adams, out first vice-prendent
an.i our second president, mi his
boy. John Qu:ncy Adams, t It e
sixth president.
Cronin told the P.M general
LhAt the people of Massachusetts
went to know why the con tone
of Adams and Adams disappeared
fi . m the latest list of general
stamps, issued on April 16. 1955.
-John Aciarns and his son. John
Quincy Adams." he wrote, "have
been on the two and six-cent
stamps for untold years."
The new general list contains
stamps of 16 denominations.
The Bay State secretary wanted
ti know why Virg:nia got seven
listings - Washington, Jefferson.
Monroe, Wilson, Robert E. Lee,
John Marshall and PetriA Henry
- and Massachusetts none.
naisseharsetie An Orphan
Cronin pointed out that the
Homes of two Virginians ohlount
Verigon and Menticelloi are in-
cluded. He said, in effect, that
this added up to makMg the com-
monwealth of Massachusetts an
orphan so far as the public con-
cerned.
The Bay State secretary of state
was warmlnkg up. He would like
to inform the postmaster general
that John Adams was the archi-
tect of American conoatutions. He
was the author of the constitution
of Massachusetts. the ',oldest writ-
ten instrument of government in
operation in the world. Not only
that, but a model for the Constitu-
tion of the United States and rnost
of the other states."
Cronin is proud of the fact that
in his present job he is custodian
of the coestitution of Massachu-
setts
Cronin's letter runs into detail
- and history.
"Thomas Jefferson. the greet
Virgirean. considered Adams the
elder> the greatest American of
his time," he said.
Consider, added the Bay State
leader, these other accomplish-
meats:
John Adams led the fight against
the stamp act.
'Fair 'Frail Guarantee
He defended Capt. Preston and
the British soldiers in the Boston
Masascre case, "an act which re-
quired courage . and whi7".1
established forever in Massachu-
setts the guarantee of a fair trial
for any accused "
Aderne. with Jefferson a n d
Franklin, served on • committee
WEST POINT'S 1956 HONOR MAN
CADET ROBERT A. STEWART, 24, of Washington, D C., NO. 1 man In
the Class of 1958 at the U.S. Military Academy, takes the oath of
allegiance as an offlcer before graduating ceremonies ere held at
West Point, N.Y. Stewart received a competitive appointment and




A BRIE an' SLATS
SATHLESS, THERE'S THE MAYOR 7
AND GOVERNOR RIGHT NOW.': I'LL
GIVE 'EM BM BACK THEIR 308S-ANC)
WE CAN FISH AND HUNT At•ID JUST




which drafted the Declaration of
Independence.
Adams we., the lather of the
American Navy. He appoirted
John Marshal as chief °justice of
the Supreme Court. He gave our
country his distinguished sun.
(Jehn Quincy) who died in the
service of his country.
Cionin wound up his polite but
dceurnented complaint to tne P.
M. general with these words
"The people of Massechusetts
ase canf.dent that .you will rec-
tify this discrimination."
Meaning, let's get a coupii,
Adams _stamps pack in the me.a.
Read The Classified
Liquidated?
HERE IS Thomas X. Dombrow-
ski, editor of a ero-Communist
Polish-American newspaper,
who was shot to death by three
masked men who invaded the
Polonia club, a Polish social
club in New York. At the time
25 people were celebrating
their return from Poland. Dora-
browskl was editor of Ludowy
(People's Voice), published m
Detroit and listed as subver-
sive. It was banned from street
sales. Dombrowski once lived
in Cleveland. (internationak)
P#GE, FIVE
MIXUr COSIS 60 DAYS
CHICA.e0 lit - Arthur Trease
gets. cut ef jail ted..Y-60 days
137,. Judge Alphinse Wells said
he had meant to sentence Trease
to seven months. on a traffic
charge. but that 'Freese had been
kept nine months through 0 mis-
interpretatien. Trease's plight was
discovered when he karete a news-
paper that "I :hint there must









We invite you-to shop
in our Office Supply
Department. Compare







We have installed a sawdust hopper. You can load
your truck in a matter of minutes.
Check With Us For Your
SAWDUST and WOOD
T. D. Gooch Lumber Co.
East Wood Street Extended Paris, Tenn.
HEX YOU GUYS.' WHAT WOULD
YOU SAY IF I WAS TO RESIGN
SO'S VDU COULD EE MAYOR
AND GOVERNOR AGAIN'?
By Emir Bustundles
By Bambara Van Burl+



















`110' GOT 3 DAYS
TO LIVE!!  
I IT'S TFi'-\ BUT ITS HOT V00.°7- I'VE .
DOCTOR JUST DISCOVERED YOUR )..,
WF-(UT X-RAYS GOT MIXED UP
, TOOK WITH SHADRACK SHAMBLE ̀-.):

























































BOXER and GRIPPER STYLES
SOLIDS WHITE FANCY




TEE SHIRTS 59c 2 for $1.00





"ONE SIZE" DARKS & LIGHTS
79e --2pr. $1"
Men's
ARCHDALE ARGYLE SOCK 59c
SPORT SOCKS 39c 3 for $1.00
Assorted - Lights and Darks
ARCHDALE SOCKS 59c 2 for $1
Camp
Sport Socks - - - - 75c to $1.00
4
GET YOUR GIFT FOR
Vlor %Awl %OW 11V hire
At
BELK - SETTLE CO. MURRAY' KY'.




Shorty Summer PJs - - $995
Short Sleeve Knee Length Elastic Waist
ONE LOT
SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
$159 or 2 for $300
POLO SHIRTS . . $1.49 to 82.95
INNER-OUTER SHORT SLEEVE
Boat Neck - Side Vent - Pastels - Fancy







Short Sleeve Solids and Checks
$3.95
35 Egyptian Cotton 63 Dacron
Sport Shirts $3.95WHITE PASTELS
MEN'S
Short Sleeve Sport Shirts
70% DACRON 31:”; COTTON
Dan River - Mexican Wedding Shirt
Pastels - Stripes - Checks and Fancy
ONE LOT
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
reg $229 - - NOW $198
Visit Our Luggage Dept.
Samsonite and Other Famous Makes
- A NICE GIFT FOR FATHER -
MEN'S SHOES
NUNN-BUSH SUMMER SHOE S17.95
Brown Lather and Mesh
MASTERBILT SHOE  $8.95
Both Black and Brown Mesh
WING TIP and MOCCASIN TOE
Black or Brown
prices $8.95 to $12.95
- Mens Suits -




15 WOOL 55 DACRON
Griffon
SUITS  $49.50
















751% ORLON 25% NYLON
LINEN PANTS
WASHABLE 
'1.95
•
1;mi- tip. Ties'
Assorted Colors
$1.00 to $1.50
'TIE BARS
$9.50
plus. tax
BOW TIES•
$1.00
GEM-DANDY
BELTS
Top Grain Steerhide
$1.00
CUFF LINKS.
$2.50
,„,
HICKOK
A
BU FOLDS
$3.50
-
4
